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1
0 Introduction
0.1 Radius of convergence of p-adic differential equations
It is well-known that any system of linear differential equations with complex analytic coef-
ficients on a complex open disk admits a full set of solutions convergent on the whole disk.
It is also well known that the same fact does not hold over a non-archimedean field k that
contains the field of p-adic numbers. For example, solutions of the equation
d f
dT
= f are
convergent only on an open disks of radius |p|
1
p−1 . The question is actually of interest over
any non-archimedean field k of characteristic zero (we do not exclude the case of a trivially
valued k). What is the behaviour of the radius of convergence of a system of differential
equations with k-analytic coefficients as a function on points of the k-analytic affine line ?
Of course, one has to give a precise meaning to this question since points of k-analytic spaces
are not necessarily k-rational. We recall in fact [5, 1.2.2] that to any point x of a k-analytic
space X , one associates a completely valued extension field H (x) of k, called the residue
field at x; the point x is k-rational (resp. rigid) iff H (x) = k (resp. [H (x) : k] is finite) ;
X(k) (resp. X0) denotes the subset of k-rational (resp. rigid) points of X . On a smooth
X , k-rational points admit a fundamental system of open neighborhoods which are open
polydisks, but this is not the case for general points, not even using the e´tale topology [10,
Corollary 2.3.3].
Let X be a relatively compact analytic domain in the k-analytic affine line A1 = A1k, and
suppose we are given a system
(0.1.0.1) Σ :
d ~y
dT
= G~y ,
of linear differential equations, with G a µ×µ matrix of k-analytic functions on X . If x ∈ X
is a k-rational point, let R(x) = R(x,Σ) denote the radius of the maximal open disk in X
with center at x on which all solutions of Σ converge. If x is not necessarily k-rational,
the H (x)-analytic space XH (x) := X⊗̂H (x) ⊂ A1H (x) contains a canonical H (x)-rational
point x′ over x which corresponds to the induced character H (x)[T ] → H (x), and we
define R(x) as the number R(x′) for the system of equations on XH (x) induced by Σ. A
more precise formulation of the above question is as follows. What is the behavior of the
function X → R>0 , x 7→ R(x) ? For example, is it continuous ? The latter question is not
trivial since a precise formula for the radius of convergence involves the infimum limit of an
infinite number of continuous real valued functions on X (cf. §3).
A problem of the above type was considered for the first time in the p-adic case in a
paper by Christol and Dwork (in a slightly different setting). Namely, let X be an affinoid
domain in A1 that contains the open annulus
(0.1.0.2) B(r1, r2) = {x ∈ A1 | r1 < |T (x)| < r2 } .
Then there is a continuous embedding [r1, r2] →֒ X , r 7→ t0,r, where t0,r is the maximal
point of the closed disk of radius r with center at zero. Christol and Dwork proved that, for
any system of differential equations Σ on X , the function [r1, r2]→ R>0 , r 7→ inf(r, R(t0,r))
is continuous [19, The´ore`me 2.5].
The following example, which we learned from Christol, should convince the reader that
the variation of the radius of convergence presents, in general, some non obvious features.
Example 0.1.1. ([17],[32, III.10.6]) Let k be a non-archimedean extension of Qp, p > 2,
containing an element π such that πp−1 = −p. It is well-known that the Dwork exponential
F (T ) = expπ(T − T p) = exp
(
πT +
(πT )p
p
)
2
converges precisely for |T | < pβ, where β = p−1p2 . We can check this by comparison with the
Artin-Hasse exponential series
(0.1.1.1) exp(T +
T p
p
+
T p
2
p2
+ . . . ) ∈ Zp[[T ]] ,
evaluated at πT , which converges for |T (x)| < p
1
p−1 (> pβ). A crucial remark here, and all
over the present example, is that if we have a relation
f(T ) = g(T )h(T )
among invertible power series f, g, h ∈ k[[T ]], and if the radii of convergence of g and g−1
(resp. h and h−1) coincide, while the radii of convergence of g and h are distinct, then the
radius of convergence of f(T ) is the minimum of the radii of convergence of g(T ) and h(T ).
Now, F (T ) is a local power series solution at 0 of the differential equation
(0.1.1.2) Σ :
d y
dT
= π(1− pT p−1) y ,
so that R(0,Σ) = pβ. A more interesting result is that if we set δ := 1p−1 −
1
p2 , so that
(0.1.1.3) β =
p− 1
p2
<
1
p
< δ =
1
p− 1
−
1
p2
<
1
p− 1
,
then, for R(t) = R(t,Σ),
(0.1.1.4) R(t) =
 p
β if |t| < pδ ,
p|t|1−p if |t| > pδ .
So, at least if |t| 6= pδ, the following picture illustrates the behavior of R(t).
✲
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Figure 1: Radius of convergence of Σ at t, for |t| 6= pδ.
Proof. It follows from [31] that if π1 is such that π
p
1 + pπ1 = π the series
(0.1.1.5) exp(π1x+ πx
p/p)
converges precisely for |x| < 1. Therefore, if ζ satisfies ζp = p and b := ζ π1π , the radius of
convergence of
(0.1.1.6) exp (π(xp + bx)) = E(xp + b x) ,
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where E(x) := expπx, is exactly |ζ|−1 = p1/p. The calculation of R(t) now follows from the
product decomposition of the solution f(x, t) ∈ H (t)[[x− x(t)]] of Σ at t with f(t, t) = 1,
(0.1.1.7) f(x, t) = E(xp − x− tp + t) =
E ((x − t)p + b(x− t)) E
(
(−1− b+ ptp−1)(x − t)
) p−1∏
k=2
E
((
p
k
)
tp−k(x− t)k
)
.
In fact, the previous estimate shows that the dominant term in (0.1.1.7 ) is E
(
(−1− b+ ptp−1)(x− t)
)
.
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|x− t| = p1/k|t|1−p/k
Figure 2: Radii of convergence of factors in (0.1.1.7)
Therefore
(0.1.1.8) R(t) = | − 1− b+ ptp−1|−1 .
Now, bp = −1+ pπ1π , so that |1+ b
p| = p−1+1/p > |p|. Consideration of the Newton polygon
of the polynomial
(x− 1)p − bp = xp − pxp−1 + · · · − 1− bp
which kills 1 + b, shows finally that
|1 + b| = p−β .
This concludes the proof since
| − 1− b+ ptp−1| = max(p−β , |p||t|p−1) ,
unless the equality p−β = |p||t|p−1 takes place, in which case |t| = pδ.
In the region |t| = pδ we do not get from (0.1.1.4) a complete description of R(t). The
transfer theorem ([23, IV.5] or (5.1.2) below) implies that R(t) ≥ pβ, and the main result of
this paper, i.e. continuity of t 7→ R(t), together with proposition 6.0.9, imply R(t) = pβ in
almost all residue classes D = D(c, (pδ)−) with |c| = pδ. This is because, by formula 6.0.9.1,
if R(x) > pβ in D, then in fact R(x) ≥ pβ+δ/|x−c| all over D. Then, if x ∈ D, R(x) < pβ+ε,
for ε > 0, can only take place in AD,ε := {x ∈ D | |x − c| ≥ pδ−ε }. But a union
⋃
D AD,ε
contains a neighborhood of t0,δ in D(c, (p
δ)+) only if D runs over a finite set of classes.
By a closer examination of (0.1.1.7) Christol shows that there are p− 1 exceptional open
disks of radius pδ, centered in the zeros c of the polynomial −1− b+ pcp−1 = 0, where R(t)
4
is strictly bigger than pβ. Notice that |c| = pδ for such zeros. In such an exceptional class,
one obtains a priori
(0.1.1.9) R(t) =

p
1
2 (1−δ(p−2)) if |t− c| < p
1
2 (1−δ(p−2)) ,
|t− c|−1p1−δ(p−2) if p
1
2 (1−δ(p−2)) < |t− c| < pδ .
We point out that
(0.1.1.10) pβ < p
1
2 (1−δ(p−2)) < p
1
p ,
so that the value of R(t) in the exceptional classes is bigger than the value at their boundary,
as expected.
Now, for
|t− c| = p
1
2 (1−δ(p−2)) ,
we have R(t) ≥ p
1
2 (1−δ(p−2)) by the transfer principle. But R(t) > p
1
2 (1−δ(p−2)) is impossible,
since the disk D(t, R(t)−) would properly intersect the region p
1
2 (1−δ(p−2)) < |t − c| < pδ,
where the second line in (0.1.1.9) gives a different exact value.
The conclusion is that if −1− b+ pcp−1 = 0 one has
(0.1.1.11) R(t) =
 p
1
2 (1−δ(p−2)) if |t− c| ≤ p
1
2 (1−δ(p−2)) ,
|t− c|−1p1−δ(p−2) if p
1
2 (1−δ(p−2)) ≤ |t− c| < pδ .
The behavior of R(t) in any of the p− 1 exceptional classes is summarized by the following
picture.
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Figure 3: Radius of convergence of Σ in an exceptional class
The previous calculations give a complete description of the function R(t,Σ) on A1. The
conclusion is summarized in Fig. 4, where the graph Γ ⊂ A1 has the property that, for any
t ∈ A1(k), R(t,Σ) is constant in any open disk in A \ Γ containing x. Such a Γ is said to
control the system Σ. In a subsequent paper [4] we will show that every connection on a
curve is controlled by a finite graph in a much stronger sense.
A particular case of our main result states that for any relatively compact analytic
domain X in A1 the function x 7→ R(x) is continuous on the whole space X . Our result
in fact establishes the property of continuity for more general analytic curves. (Recall that
in comparison with the complex analytic case a smooth k-analytic space is not necessarily
locally isomorphic to an affine space.) To formulate the result, we first define a so-called
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Figure 4: The controlling graph Γ of Σ
“normalized” radius of convergence R(x), which is related to the function R(x) via a simple
formula but does not depend on the embedding of the analytic domain X into A1. After
that we explain how the function R(x) can be defined in a more general setting on one-
dimensional smooth1 affinoids, which are not necessarily analytic subdomains of A1, and
even in arbitrary dimensions.
Let X be an affinoid domain in A1k, and assume at first that X is strict and that k is
non-trivially valued and algebraically closed. Recall that the set of all points of X which
have no open neighborhood isomorphic to an open disk, is a closed subset of X , called the
analytic skeleton of X and denoted by S(X) [5, §4]. The complement X \S(X) is a disjoint
union of open sets Dy(X), where y ∈ Dy(X) is a k-rational point, isomorphic to the standard
open unit disk
Dk(0, 1
−) = {x ∈ A1k | |T (x)| < 1 } ,
via a normalized coordinate Ty : Dy(X)
∼
−−→ Dk(0, 1−) such that Ty(y) = 0. Furthermore,
each of the above open disks has a unique boundary point at S(X), and so there is a
canonical continuous retraction map τX : X → S(X). The topological space S(X) carries
a canonical structure of a finite polygon S(X) = (S(X),V(X), E(X)) whose set of vertices
V(X) consists of the points which have no neighborhood isomorphic to an open annulus:
they are all of type (2) in the sense of [5, 1.4.4]. The set of open edges E(X) of S(X) is
formed by the connected components of S(X) \ V(X); an open edge E = E(u, v) connects
precisely two vertices u, v and E ∪{u, v} is a closed subset of X , canonically homeomorphic
to the closed interval [r, 1] for a well defined r ∈ |k| ∩ (0, 1), with u 7→ 1, v 7→ r. All points
of the Shilov boundary Γ(X) of X are among the vertices of S(X). For x ∈ S(X), the set
τ−1X (x) \ {x} is a disjoint union of maximal open disks Dy(X) with boundary point x in X ,
all of the same radius r(x) with respect to the standard coordinate in A1. Then, r(x) is
the radius of the point x ∈ A1 defined on p. 78 of [5] and the function r : S(X) → R>0
is continuous. Notice that if r(x) /∈ |k|, τ−1X (x) \ {x} = ∅. If k
′ is an algebraically closed
non-archimedean field over k, then S(X⊗̂k′)
∼
−−→ S(X) under the natural projection. In
the general case (with k possibly trivially valued), we define S(X) as the image in X of
S(X⊗̂k′), for any non-trivially valued algebraically closed non-archimedean extension field
1in the sense of rigid geometry, i.e. rig-smooth cf. definition 0.1.2 below
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k′/k such that X⊗̂k′ is strict, and similarly for open edges and vertices. We have a canonical
continuous retraction τX : X → S(X) induced by the similar retraction on X⊗̂k′. We call
the triple S(X) = (S(X),V(X), E(X)), a generalized subpolygon of X .
Suppose we are given a system of differential equations on the affinoid domain X ⊂ A1
with analytic coefficients, i.e. a free OX -Module of finite rank F with a connection ∇. If
k is algebraically closed, X is strict, and x ∈ X(k) is a k-rational point of X , we define
the normalized radius of convergence R(x) = RX(x, (F ,∇)) as the radius of convergence
of F∇ around x in the corresponding maximal open disk neighborhood Dx(X) ∼= D(0, 1−).
If k, X and x are arbitrary, we consider an algebraically closed non-archimedean field k′
over k such that X⊗̂kk′ is strict and so large that H (x) admits an isometric k-embedding
ϕ in k′. Then, there is a canonical point x′ ∈ X⊗̂kk
′ and we set R(x) = R(x′), a quantity
independent of the choice of k′ and of ϕ. The function R : X → R>0 does not depend
on the embedding of X in A1, either, and one has R(x) = R(x) · r(τX(x)) for all x ∈ X .
The function r(τX (x)) = δ
P̂1
(x,X) was called the diameter of X at x (with respect to
the embedding X →֒ A1 →֒ P1 = (P̂1)η) in [2]; its continuity (at least under the present
assumptions) was proven in loc.cit. [3.3]. By definition, the function R(x) is preserved by
extensions of the ground field, and so it suffices to study its behavior in the case when X is
strictly k-affinoid.
We now notice that, independently of the characteristic, if k is algebraically closed and
non-trivially valued, a strictly k-affinoid, as well as a projective, rig-smooth curve X is the
generic fiber Xη of a strictly semistable
2 formal scheme X over k◦. We say that X is a strictly
semistable model of X .
We will assume, for simplicity, that k is non-trivially valued and algebraically closed. To
any semistable formal scheme X of relative dimension one over k◦, one associates (cf. [5,
Chap. IV], modulo the equivalence between such formal schemes and formal coverings of
smooth compact curves with semistable reduction), a triple of the previous type S(X) =
(S(X),V(X), E(X)) supported on a closed subset S(X) ⊂ X := Xη, called the skeleton of X.
Unless X is strictly semistable (1.1.4), the subpolygon S(X) may have loops, i.e. open edges
with a single boundary vertex in X .
For X and Y semistable models of X , we set X ≤ Y if there exists a morphism Y→ X
inducing the identity on the generic fiber (identified with X for both). Then, if X ≤ Y,
S(X) is a “subpolygon” of S(Y), in the sense that S(X) ⊂ S(Y), V(X) ⊂ V(Y), and an open
edge of S(X) is a union of vertices and open edges of S(Y). There is a natural continuous
retraction τX,Y : S(Y) → S(X). Now, any strictly k-affinoid curve X , as much as any
projective smooth curve which is neither rational nor a Tate curve, admits a minimum
semistable model X0 and the skeleton S(X) of X coincides with the skeleton S(X0) of the
formal scheme X0
3. Moreover, as a topological space, X = lim←−
Y≥Z
(S(Y), τZ,Y) where Y and
Z run over a cofinal system of semistable models of X , is a quasi-polyhedron (cf. [5, IV.1])
and, if the minimum semistable model X0 of X exists, the retraction τX : X → S(X) is the
natural projection to S(X0) = S(X).
A semistable formal scheme X over k◦ is an example of a nondegenerate polystable formal
scheme over k◦ (see [8]). In the case of dimension one over k◦, the class of such formal
schemes coincides with the class of semistable formal schemes. Recall [8, 5.2] that every
nondegenerate polystable formal scheme X has a skeleton S(X) ⊂ Xη and a retraction map
τX : Xη → S(X) which are preserved under any ground field extension functor. Furthermore,
2When k◦ is not noetherian, this definition is not completely standard cf. (1.1.4) below.
3For a rational curveX, S(X) is empty, while for any minimal semistable model X ofX, S(X) = (η, {η}, ∅),
for a point η ∈ X with H˜ (η) purely transcendental of degree one over k˜. For a Tate curve X, a choice of η ∈
S(X) with H˜ (η) of transcendence degree one over k˜, determines a homeomorphism S(X)
∼
−−→ (R>0, ·)/rZ ≈
S1, η 7→ 1, up to orientation, for r ∈ |k| ∩ (0, 1). In this case, S(X) = (S(X), ∅, {S(X)}). The choice of a
minimal semistable model X of X corresponds to the choice of η ∈ S(X) : S(X) = (S(X), {η}, {S(X)\{η}}).
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if x is a k-rational point of Xη, then there is a well-defined maximum open neighborhood
DX(x, 1
−) of x in Xη\S(X), which is isomorphic to the standard open unit polydiskDk(0, 1−)
(with x 7→ 0), so that the open or closed polydisks DX(x, r
±), r < 1 with center at any
k-rational point of Xη are well-defined (we are talking about polydisks with equal radii).
Let k be any non-archimedean field. All k-analytic spaces considered in this paper are
supposed to be separated. We generalize a definition of [10, 1.1], as follows.
Definition 0.1.2. A k-analytic space X is said to be rig-smooth (resp. of pure dimension
n) if, for any non-archimedean field k′ over k, and any connected strictly affinoid domain
V ⊂ X⊗̂k′, Ω1V is a locally free OV -Module (resp. of rank n).
Assume now k is of characteristic zero, letX be a rig-smooth k-analytic space, and letXG
be the associatedG-analytic space. We denote byMIC(X/k) the category of pairs consisting
of a locally free OXG -Module F of finite type and of an integrable k-linear connection ∇ on
F , with the usual (horizontal) morphisms. Notice that, unlike in the classical case, for an
object (F ,∇) of MIC(X/k), the abelian sheaf
E∇ = Ker (∇ : E → E ⊗ Ω1X/k)
for the G-topology of X is not in general locally constant.
Definition 0.1.3. Let k be a non-archimedean field of characteristic zero, and X be a rig-
smooth k-analytic space. We say that an object (F ,∇) of MIC(X/k) is a Robba connec-
tion on X if for any algebraically closed complete extension k′ of k, and any open polydisk
D′ ⊂ X ′ = X⊗̂k′, if we denote by (E ′,∇′) the k′-linear extension of (E ,∇) on X ′, the
sheaf (E ′ ∇
′
)|D′ = (E
′
|D′)
∇′
|D′ is constant. We denote by MICRobba(X/k) the full abelian
subcategory of MIC(X/k), consisting of Robba connections.
Example 0.1.4. Let C be the complex field, equipped with the trivial valuation. On the
C-analytic space A1
C
, we consider a system of linear differential equations Σ of the form
(0.1.0.1), with G a matrix of rational functions in C(T ). To analyze the singularity of Σ at
T = 0, we consider the open analytic domain
X = {x ∈ A1C | 0 < |T (x)| < 1 } ⊂ A
1
C .
Notice that X = S(X) ∼= (0, 1) via ρ 7→ t0,ρ. The field H (t0,ρ) is the non-archimedean
field over C, Kρ = C((T )), equipped with the absolute value || ||ρ, such that ||0||ρ = 0 and
||
∑
n anT
n||ρ = ρm, if an = 0, for n < m and am 6= 0. Let X ′ := X⊗̂Kρ, and let t′0,ρ be the
canonical Kρ-rational point in X ′ above t0,ρ. Then, writing t = T (t0,ρ), the maximal open
disk containing t′0,ρ in X
′ is DKρ(t
′
0,ρ, ρ
−), with normalized coordinate
T − t
t
, and the fact
that Σ is a Robba connection is equivalent to the property that the singularity at T = 0 is
regular. In fact, by the formal Turrittin theory [1], it is enough to check this statement for
the rank one differential equations
d y
dT
=
α
T
y , α ∈ C ,
and
d y
dT
=
α
TN
y , α ∈ C× , N = 2, 3, . . . .
In the former case the solution at t′0,ρ is y =
∑
i
(
α
i
)
(
T − t
t
)i, converging for |
T − t
t
| < 1.
In the latter case a simple calculation shows that the solution at t′0,ρ is a power series
8
∑
ai(t)(
T − t
t
)i ∈ Kρ[[
T − t
t
]], having the same radius of convergence as the series exp(t−N
T − t
t
),
that is converging for |
T − t
t
| < |t|N . We recall from loc.cit. that N is the Poincare´-Katz
rank of irregularity of the corresponding differential equation at T = 0.
Notice that if (F ,∇) is any connection, the natural map
(0.1.4.1) F∇ ⊗k OX −→ F ,
is an isomorphism. So, if D is a connected analytic domain in X and F∇ is constant over
D, then (F ,∇)|D is isomorphic to the trivial connection (OD, dD/k)
µ, for µ = rkF|D. In
particular, if F∇ is locally constant, then it is locally isomorphic to the locally constant
sheaf krkF .
Assume now that the k-analytic space X is isomorphic to the generic fiber Xη of a
nondegenerate polystable formal scheme X over k◦. For any object (F ,∇) of MIC(X/k),
and for a k-rational point x ∈ Xη, we may define the (X-normalized) radius of convergence
R(x) = RX(x, (F ,∇)) (3.1.4.5). For x ∈ X(k), it is the supremum of r ∈ (0, 1] such
that the restriction of F∇ to DX(x, r
−) is constant. Notice that the restriction of F∇ to
DX(x,R(x)−) is then locally constant for the usual topology4, and is therefore constant, since
an open disk is simply connected for the usual topology. If x is arbitrary, we set R(x) =
R(x′), where x′ is the canonical H (x)-rational point in Xη⊗̂H (x) = (X⊗̂k◦H (x)◦)η over
x. Let ϕ : Y → X be an e´tale morphism of nondegenerate polystable formal schemes over
k◦, and let ϕη : Y → X be the generic fiber of ϕ. For any object (F ,∇) of MIC(X/k),
ϕ∗η(F ,∇) is an object of MIC(Y/k) and for any point y ∈ Y we have
(0.1.4.2) RY(y, ϕ
∗
η(F ,∇)) = RX(ϕη(y), (F ,∇)) .
Under the same assumptions, if k′/k is any extension of non-archimedean fields, the k′ ◦-
formal scheme X′ := X⊗̂k′ ◦ is nondegenerate polystable, and, ψ : X′ → X is the natural
projection
(0.1.4.3) RX′(x, ψ
∗
η(F ,∇)) = RX(ψη(x), (F ,∇)) .
Conjecture 0.1.5. Let X = Xη be the generic fiber Xη of a nondegenerate polystable
formal scheme X over k◦ and (F ,∇) be an object of MIC(X/k). The function X → R>0 ,
x 7→ RX(x, (F ,∇)) is continuous.
Notice that, by formula 0.1.4.2, the conjecture holds if it holds under the restrictive
condition that X is strictly polystable over k◦ (base change to a finite extension field k′/k
is irrelevant). Let MICX(X/k) be the full subcategory of MIC(X/k) consisting of the
objects (F ,∇), such that F is the OX -Module associated to some locally free OX-Module
of finite type F, called a formal model of F over X. In case F admits a formal model F, the
calculation of R(x) may be performed as follows. We pick an open affine neighborhood Y of
the specialization of x in X such that F is free on Y. Then x ∈ Yη, DX(x, 1−) = DY(x, 1−),
andRX(x, (F ,∇)) = RY(x, (F ,∇)|Yη ) is the maximum common radius of convergence of all
sections of F∇ in DY(x, 1−) around x, when expressed in terms of a basis of global sections
of F on Y. In dimension one, this amounts to solving a system of differential equations as
in (0.1.0.1), over an affinoid domain in a smooth projective curve.
Conjecture 0.1.6. Let X = Xη be the generic fiber Xη of a nondegenerate polystable
formal scheme X over k◦ and (F ,∇) be an object of MICX(X/k). Then (F ,∇) is a Robba
connection on X if and only if the function x 7→ RX(x, (F ,∇)) is identically 1 on X.
4This means for the topology of a Berkovich analytic space.
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And here is our main result.
Theorem 0.1.7. Let k be a non-archimedean field extension of Qp and X be a rig-smooth
compact strictly k-analytic curve. Conjectures 0.1.5 and 0.1.6 hold for objects ofMICX(X/k),
where X is any semistable model of X.
Surprisingly enough, before our joint paper with Di Vizio [2], conjecture 0.1.5 seemed
to be open even in the case when X = Spf k◦{T }, hence Xη = X is the closed unit disk
Dk(0, 1
+), a case extensively discussed in the literature (cf. [29], [23] and [20] for reference,
and [32, 10.4.3] for a partial result in our direction). A direct proof, in the case of an
affinoid domain X of A1, was given in [2, 5.3]. Notice that, always by (0.1.4.2), it suffices
to prove theorem 0.1.7 in the special case when X is either a “formal disk” or a “formal
annulus”, i.e. is affine connected and admits a dominant e´tale morphism ϕ to Spf k◦{X} or
to Spf k◦{X,Y }/(XY − a), for a ∈ k◦◦ \ {0}, respectively. The previously mentioned result
of [2], implies the theorem when ϕ is an open immersion. In the general case however, we
must appeal to the more powerful statement in section 2 below.
Our detailed description of the function x 7→ RX(x, (F ,∇)) will in fact show the following
Theorem 0.1.8. Let k, X and X be as in theorem 0.1.7, and let (F ,∇) be an object
of MICX(X/k). If RX(ξ, (F ,∇)) = 1 at any vertex ξ of the skeleton S(X) of X, then
x 7→ RX(x, (F ,∇)) is identically 1 on X. Moreover, (F ,∇) is a Robba connection on X.
Definition 0.1.9. Let k, X be as in 0.1.7 and let X be a semistable formal model of X. An
object (F ,∇) of MIC(X/k) is said to be X-convergent if it is an object of MICX(X/k) and
RX(x, (F ,∇)) = 1 identically on X. We denote by MIC
X−conv(X/k) the full subcategory
of MIC(X/k) consisting of X-convergent objects.
Let ϕ : Y→ X be an e´tale morphism of semistable k◦-formal schemes and let ϕη : Y → X
be its generic fiber. It follows from formula 0.1.4.2 that an object (F ,∇) of MICX(X/k) is
X-convergent if and only if the object ϕ∗η(F ,∇) of MICY(Y/k) is Y-convergent.
Corollary 0.1.10. The category MICRobba(X/k) is the 2-colimit category of its full sub-
categories MICX−conv(X/k), where X runs over the semistable models of X.
Notice that, despite the previous result, the introduction of formal models is necessary
for several reasons:
1. The analytic definition of Dx(X) given above for x a k-rational point of the smooth
affinoid X , as the maximum open neighborhood of x in X isomorphic to the polydisk
D(0, 1−), does not work in higher dimensions, where such a maximum neighborhood
need not exist.
2. Even in the case of an affinoid X ⊂ A1, and x ∈ X(k), the above analytic definition
of Dx(X), does not globalize well. If X = X1 ∪X2 is a union of two affinoids, and x
is a k-rational point of X1, one can only say that Dx(X1) and Dx(X2) are contained
in Dx(X). The assignment of a semistable model X of X , remedies to this problem,
i.e. DX1(x, 1
−) = DX(x, 1
−), provided the decomposition X = X1 ∪ X2 originates
from a Zariski open covering X = X1 ∪ X2 of formal schemes. Notice that if X is the
analytic projective line, there is no maximum disk containing a given point.
3. According to conjecture 0.1.6, it seems likely that consideration of a formal model X of
X should be of lesser importance in the study of the directional logarithmic derivative
of R(x) along any tangential vector to X . In other words, a generalized theory of
slopes in the style of [18] should only depend upon the connection on the analytic
curve X .
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We finally propose, for future use, a more general definition, where we consider various
possible topologies on categories of analytic spaces over X . We have in mind, in particular,
the natural (Berkovich) topology on X , the G-topology on X described in [6, 1.3], the e´tale
topology of [6, 4.1], the quasi-e´tale topology of [7, §3].
Definition 0.1.11. Let k and X be as in definition 0.1.3 and let τ be a topology on X. An
object (F ,∇) of MIC(X/k) will be said to be τ -convergent if, τ-locally, (F ,∇) is a Robba
connection. We will denote by MICτ−conv(X/k) the full subcategory of MIC(X/k) consist-
ing of τ-convergent objects. For τ the natural (resp. the G-, resp. the e´tale, resp. the quasi-
e´tale) topology, MICτ−conv(X/k) will be denoted byMICconv(X/k) (resp. MICG−conv(X/k),
resp. MICet−conv(X/k), resp. MICqet−conv(X/k)).
0.2 Basic definitions and description of contents
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 1 we review the structure of a
rig-smooth compact connected strictly k-analytic curve X over a non-archimedean field k
with non-trivial valuation and the parallel theory of semistable reduction of k-algebraic
curves. For simplicity, we assume that k is algebraically closed. Most, but not all, of
these results may be extracted from [5, Chap. IV] or [13]. We describe systematically the
equivalence between the notions of semistable model of X , of formal affinoid covering of X
with semistable reduction, of semistable partition of X (1.5), and of complete subpolygon of
X (1.6). A well-known consequence of these equivalences is that all results on semistable
reduction of curves admit in principle both an algebraic and an analytic proof.
The algebraic theory of semistable models of families of algebraic curves [22] has re-
cently made important progress thanks to Temkin [33], who has eliminated in particular
the properness assumption, and has clarified minimality of the stable model. It should be
possible to apply Temkin’s method to completely describe the reticular structure of the
category FS(X) of semistable models of X , and in particular to showing that, unless X is
either rational or a Tate curve, a minimum semistable model X0 of X exists, and its skeleton
coincides with the analytically defined skeleton of X . We have not seriously attempted to
follow this algebraic strategy. Instead, we approach the problem via an analytic discussion
of intersections and unions of disks and annuli in the style of [13, Prop. 5.4]: we content
ourselves with a precise account of the proofs. Details, which would lead us astray of the
main path, have been collected in [3].
Over an algebraically closed field k, the notions of open or closed disk or annulus, present
no difficulty5. Open or closed disks or annuli in A1k are called k-rational, if their center in
a k-rational point and their radii belong to |k|. Similarly, for open or closed disks or annuli
in general. A punctured disk is a disk punctured at a rigid point, and it is k-rational, if the
full disk is so.
Open annuli, viewed as simply connected quasi-polyhedra, have two endpoints. An open
segment (resp. open half-line) in X is the skeleton of an open annulus (resp. of an open
punctured disk) in X : the annulus (resp. the punctured disk) is then uniquely defined. An
open segment may have one or two boundary points called ends in the compact curve X ;
they are points of type (2) or (3). The segment is k-rational iff the corresponding annulus
is, i.e. if and only if its ends are points of type (2). In general, an open segment E is a
locally closed subset of X and it admits a continuous (1 : 1) parametrization ρ 7→ ηρ by
an open interval (r, 1) ⊂ (0, 1) (resp. [r, 1) ⊂ (0, 1)), with r the height of the annulus,
which is canonical up to the inversion ρ 7→ r/ρ. Similarly, an open half-line is canonically
parametrized by (0, 1), where ηρ tends to a rigid point as ρ→ 0. A half-line is k-rational iff
the corresponding punctured disk is.
5This is one of the main reasons why we make such assumption on k.
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We define the category GP(X) (resp. GPc(X)) of (resp. complete) subpolygons Γ =
(|Γ|,VΓ, EΓ) of X . Here |Γ| is a closed connected subset of X , VΓ is a finite subset of points
of type (2) of X (“vertices” of Γ) and EΓ is a finite set of open k-rational segments of X
(“open edges” of Γ), such that |Γ| is the disjoint union of all vertices and open edges of Γ.
A subpolygon Γ of X is “complete” if X \ |Γ| is a union of open disks. The category
GPc(X) is really a directed partially ordered set, where Γ ≤ Γ′ if |Γ| ⊂ |Γ′|, VΓ ⊂ VΓ′ , so
that an open edge of Γ is a union of open edges and vertices of Γ′. We prove (more details
in [3]) that GPc(X) is isomorphic to the category FS(X) of semistable formal models of
X and morphisms inducing the identity on the generic fiber (they turn out to be precisely
the “admissible blow-ups” of [15], [11]). The isomorphism S : FS(X)
∼
−−→ GPc(X) is the
skeleton functor. Unless X is a rational projective curve or a Tate curve, the category
FS(X) admits a minimum X0. The skeleton S(X0) = (S(X0),V(X0), E(X0)) is the skeleton
S(X) = (S(X),V(X), E(X)) of the analytic curve X , in the sense of the previous subsection.
We define below cf. (1.4.1) a “basic formal disk” (resp. a “basic formal annulus”) (B, T )
(resp. or (B, S = a/T ), for a ∈ k◦◦\{0}). We write (B, T ) for the corresponding affinoid disk
(resp. annulus). The coordinate T in B defines, for any z ∈ B(k), a normalized coordinate
Tz : DB(z, 1
−)
∼
−−→ Dk(0, 1−), with z 7→ 0, by
(0.2.0.1) Tz(y) =
 T (y)− T (z) , if (B, T ) is a disk ,
(T (y)− T (z))/T (z) , if (B, T ) is an annulus ,
∀y ∈ DB(z, 1−). Notice that the basic formal annulus B is the minimum semistable model
of B, so that S(B) = S(B), DB(z, 1−) = DB(z, 1−), τB = τB and |T (x)| = |T (τB(x))| =
r(T (τB(x))), for any x ∈ B.
The main point for us is the fact that any semistable model X of the curve X admits an
e´tale covering by formal disks or annuli. This allows us to recover and globalize most results
of the classical non-archimedean theory of linear differential systems [23].
In section 2 we prove a general criterion due to Berkovich (private communication) to test
whether a function X → R>0, on a smooth k-affinoid curve X is continuous: it represents
an abstract and more efficient version of the method of proof used in [2, 5.3]. In section
3, we start assuming that k has characteristic zero. We pick a semistable model X of X
and introduce the function “normalized radius of convergence at x” RX(x, (F ,∇)), for an
object (F ,∇) of MIC(X/k). Actually, in view of the most common applications, we also
consider the following more general situation: X is the complement of a finite reduced
divisor Z = {z1, . . . , zr} in a compact rig-smooth connected k-analytic curve X . So, if
X = M(A ), z1, . . . , zr correspond to r distinct maximal ideals of the k-affinoid algebra
A . We assume that X is the generic fiber of a semistable k◦-formal scheme X. It is well
known that Z determines a finite flat generically e´tale closed reduced subscheme Z of X.
We will assume that Z is e´tale over k◦. For the limited purposes of this paper, however,
consideration of Z will not be necessary, and the previous assumption will be concealed
under the requirement that the disks DX(z1, 1
−), . . . , DX(zr, 1
−) are distinct and that their
boundary points τX(z1), . . . , τX(zr) are vertices of S(X). We keep the notational distinction
mainly for future use.
For any object (F ,∇) of MIC(X/k), we define the function x 7→ RX,Z(x, (F ,∇)), X →
(0, 1]. We restrict our attention to the abelian tannakian subcategory MIC(X(∗Z)/k) of
MIC(X/k), consisting of the objects (F ,∇) having meromorphic singularities at Z. This
means that F is the restriction to X of a coherent and locally free OX -Module F and for
any open U ⊂ X and any section e ∈ Γ(U,F), there is a non-zero f ∈ OX(U), such that
f∇(e) ∈ Γ(U,F ⊗Ω1
X
). Morphisms are horizontal OX -linear maps, with meromorphic poles
at {z1, . . . , zr}.
We are mostly concerned with the full abelian tannakian subcategory MICX(X(∗Z)/k)
of MIC(X(∗Z)/k). It consists of objects (F ,∇) of MIC(X(∗Z)/k) such that the OX -
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Module F is the restriction to X of a coherent and locally free OX-Module F. The category
MICX(X(∗Z)/k) admits natural internal tensor product and internal Hom and End.
Let us assume, from now on in this section, that k is an extension of Qp. We say that
an object (F ,∇) of MICX(X(∗Z)/k) satisfies condition NL at z ∈ Z, if the formal Fuchs
exponents of (the regular part of) End((F ,∇)) at z are p-adic non-Liouville numbers. An old
result of the author [1, Prop. 4], which applies under condition NL, relates the asymptotic
behavior of x 7→ RX,Z(x, (F ,∇)) for x → zi to the algebraic irregularity ρzi(F ,∇) of the
connection at zi, namely
(0.2.0.2) RX,Z(x, (F ,∇)) ∼ |Tzi(x)|
ρzi (F ,∇) , as x→ zi ,
where Tzi is the normalized coordinate on DX(zi, 1
−) with Tzi(zi) = 0. Our main result is
that, for any object (F ,∇) of MICX(X(∗Z)/k), the function x 7→ R(x) = RX,Z(x, (F ,∇))
is continuous onX . We first reduce the problem of continuity of this function to the standard
situation of a connection (F ,∇) with F free of finite rank µ over a basic affinoid disk or
annulus.
For the convenience of the reader, we recall in section 4 the classical theory of differential
systems on an annulus, largely due to Dwork, Robba, Christol and Mebkhout. One should
also refer to the elegant account [29], for more recent results. These authors treat the
case of a system of ordinary differential equations (0.1.0.1) defined on the open annulus
B(r1, r2) (0.1.0.2), with coefficients in the Banach k-algebra H (r1, r2) of analytic elements
on B(r1, r2): H (r1, r2) is the completion of the k-subalgebra of k(T ), consisting of rational
functions with no pole in B(r1, r2), under the supnorm on B(r1, r2).
Our main technical tool is explained in section 5.1: it is a generalization of the Dwork-
Robba theorem [23, IV.3.1] on effective bounds for the growth of local solutions (theorem
(5.1.1) and its corollaries). Essentially, we must replace in the original formulation analytic
elements in the previous sense on the open annulus B(r1, r2) ⊂ A1, with functions which
extend to analytic functions on a basic affinoid annulus containing B(r1, r2) as an open
analytic subspace. The Dwork-Robba theorem is the essential step in our proof of the upper
semicontinuity of the radius of convergence (cf. §5.2) and in generalizing the continuity result
of Christol-Dwork [19, 2.5] to the present situation §5.3. Section 4 of the joint work with Di
Vizio [2] contains a several variable generalization of this result. We point out that the upper
semicontinuity is precisely the non-trivial part of [19, 2.5], and that our proof (as given here
and in [2]) differs from the one of Christol-Dwork. We conclude the proof of continuity of
x 7→ R(x) in section 6. As in the classical case, we obtain a more precise description of
x 7→ R(x). Namely, let k0 be a closed subfield of k, and assume X = X0⊗̂k◦, where X0 is a
k◦0-semistable formal scheme. Assume the points z1, . . . , zr come from k0-rational points of
(X0)η (identified with the zi’s) and the object (F ,∇) of MICX(X(∗Z)/k) from an object
(F0,∇0) of MIC((X0)η(∗Z)/k0) such that F0 is the inverse image on (X0)η of a coherent
and locally free OX0-module F0. Let Y0 ≥ X0 be any k
◦
0-semistable model of (X0)η, and let
E be any oriented open edge of S(Y0), with |k0|-rational ends in (X0)η. Let (rE , 1)
∼
−−→ E,
ρ 7→ ηρ, be the canonical parametrization, with rE ∈ |k0| ∩ (0, 1). Then the restriction to
(rE , 1) of x 7→ R(x), namely ρ 7→ R(ρ) = R(ηρ), is the infimum of the constant 1 and a
finite set of functions of the form
(0.2.0.3) |p|1/(p−1)p
h
|b|1/jp
h
ρs/j ,
where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , µ− 1}, s ∈ Z, h ∈ Z∪ {∞}, b ∈ k×0 . Arbitrarily high h can appear even
in the simplest rank 1 case of the equation killing xα cf. [23, IV.7.3 (iv)] and our account
below (4.0.9).
This statement in the classical situation appeared in [30]: we provide here a hopefully
more convincing proof6. We point out the novelty of using Dwork’s technique of descent
6The treatment of [18] is unfortunately restricted to the solvable case, where negative slopes do not
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by Frobenius on basic affinoid annuli which are not necessarily affinoid subdomains of A1,
cf. §5.4.
If (F ,∇) has meromorphic singularity at a zi ∈ Z, and the previous p-adic non-Liouvilleness
assumption holds at zi, then a similar result holds on the half-line E connecting zi with the
point τX(zi) at the boundary of DX(zi, 1
−). In terms of the canonical parametrization via
the function “radius of a point” ρ : E = E ∪ {zi, τX(zi)}
∼
−−→ [0, 1], the restriction of
x 7→ R(x) to E is precisely of the form (0.2.0.3), with moreover max{s/j} = ρzi(F ,∇). A
consequence is
Theorem 0.2.1. Let (F ,∇) be an object of MICX(X(∗Z)/k) satisfying condition NL at
each z ∈ Z. Then RX,Z(x, (F ,∇)) = 1 identically for x ∈ X if and only if both
1. RX,Z(ξ, (F ,∇)) = 1, for each vertex ξ of S(X),
2. (F ,∇) has regular singularities along Z.
Under the previous assumptions (F ,∇) is a Robba connection on X.
It follows from [5, 4.5.3] that
Proposition 0.2.2. If f : X → Y is a non-constant holomorphic map of rig-smooth k-
analytic curves, and (F ,∇) is a Robba connection on Y , then f∗(F ,∇) is a Robba connection
on X.
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1 The structure of rig-smooth compact strictly k-analytic
curves
Notation 1.0.3. All over this section, the valuation of k is assumed to be non-trivial. In
fact, except in subsection 1.1, which might be of independent interest, k will be assumed
to be algebraically closed, in order to minimize technical difficulties. All k-analytic spaces
are assumed to be separated. As in [21, §3], a k-analytic curve is a k-analytic space pure of
dimension 1. All over this and the next section, X denotes a compact connected rig-smooth
strictly k-analytic curve. For any field L an L-algebraic curve is a separated L-scheme of
finite type, of pure dimension 1.
appear.
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Any k-analytic curve is a good analytic space, i.e. every point of it has an affinoid
neighborhood, and is paracompact [21, §3]. An irreducible compact k-analytic curve is
either the analytification of a projective curve or it is affinoid [26], [21, Prop. 3.2]. So, in
our case, X is either the analytification X an of a smooth projective k-algebraic curve X or
it is strictly k-affinoid; its underlying topological space is a quasipolyhedron [5, 4.1.1].
1.1 Semistability
Classically, one gives the following definition.
Notation 1.1.1. Let L be a non-archimedean field over k. An L◦-scheme (resp. L◦-formal
scheme) is admissible if it is reduced, quasi-compact, separated, of (resp. topologically)
finite presentation, and flat over L◦. The algebra of an affine admissible L◦-scheme (resp.
L◦-formal scheme) is also said to be admissible.
In the present article, all k◦-schemes and k◦-formal schemes will be assumed to be ad-
missible.
For an admissible k◦-scheme Z , we define the completion along the closed fiber or simply
completion of Z as the admissible k◦-formal scheme
(1.1.1.1) Ẑ = Ẑ/Zs := lim→
n
Z ⊗K◦/(πn)
where π ∈ k◦◦\{0}. The definition is clearly independent of the choice of π and is functorial.
Definition 1.1.2. For an admissible k◦-formal scheme Y, we denote by sp : Yη → Ys the
set-theoretic specialization map and by spY : (Yη)G → Y the specialization map viewed as
a morphism of ringed G-topological spaces.
Definition 1.1.3. A morphism ϕ : X → Y of k◦-formal schemes, is proper if for any
π ∈ k◦◦ \ {0} the morphism of k◦/(π)-schemes ϕ0 : X⊗ k◦/(π)→ Y⊗ k◦/(π) is proper.
This definition agrees with [24, III.1, 3.4.1] when k◦ is noetherian and X,Y are admissible.
We recall [7, §2] that a morphism ϕ : X→ Y of admissible k◦-formal schemes, is said to be
e´tale if ϕ0 is e´tale, for any choice of π.
We further abuse the classical terminology as follows.
Definition 1.1.4. An admissible formal scheme X over k◦ is strictly semistable if, locally
for the Zariski topology, it is of the form
(1.1.4.1) X
φ
−−→ Spf k◦{S, T }/(ST − a)→ Spf k◦
with a ∈ k◦◦ \ {0}, where φ is e´tale. Similarly, a reduced separated k˜-scheme of finite type
Y is strictly semistable if, locally for the Zariski topology, it is of the form
(1.1.4.2) Y
φ
−−→ Spec k˜[x, y]/(xy)→ Spec k˜ ,
with φ e´tale.
The k◦-formal scheme X (resp. the k˜-scheme Y) is semistable if there is a surjective e´tale
morphism X′ → X (resp. Y ′ → Y) with X′ (resp. Y ′) strictly semistable.
The generic fiber of a semistable k◦-formal scheme is rig-smooth. It follows from [8,
Prop. 1.4 and step (1) in its proof] that a semistable k◦-formal scheme is normal.
The notion of (resp. strict) semistability we use is the one-dimensional case of (resp.
strict) nondegenerate polystability [8]. The following result is proven in [3].
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Theorem 1.1.5. A normal admissible formal scheme X over k◦ is (resp. strictly) semistable
if and only if its closed fiber Xs is a (resp. strictly) semistable scheme over k˜.
Definition 1.1.6. A normal admissible k◦-scheme X is said to be (resp. strictly) semistable
if its special fiber is (resp. strictly) semistable.
It follows from theorem 1.1.5 that a normal admissible k◦-scheme X is (resp. strictly)
semistable if and only if its completion is a (resp. strictly) semistable k◦-formal scheme.
1.2 Semistable models
We assume from now on in this section that k is algebraically closed. The following strong
form of the semistable reduction theorem for curves over k (in fact over a general basis) has
recently been made available by Temkin [33].
Definition 1.2.1. [33] Let X , Y (resp. X, Y) be admissible k◦-schemes (resp. k◦-formal
schemes) of pure relative dimension 1, with smooth (resp. rig-smooth) generic fibers. A
proper dominant morphism ϕ : X → Y (resp. ϕ : X → Y) is called an η-modification
of Y (resp. of Y) if the generic fiber ϕη : Xη → Yη (resp. ϕη : Xη → Yη) is an isomorphism
of k-algebraic curves (resp. of k-analytic curves).
Theorem 1.2.2. (Strong Semistable Reduction Theorem) Let Y be an admissible k◦-scheme
of pure relative dimension one over k◦. Let us assume that the generic fiber Y := Yη of Y is
a smooth k-algebraic curve. Then, there is a semistable (and even a strictly semistable) k◦-
scheme Y ′ and an η-modification ϕ′ : Y ′ → Y of Y . Moreover, the pair (Y ′, ϕ′), with
Y ′ semistable, may be chosen to be minimal in the following sense. If Y ′′ is a semistable
k◦-scheme and ϕ′′ : Y ′′ → Y is an η-modification of Y , then there is a unique k◦-morphism
χ : Y ′′ → Y ′, such that ϕ′′ = ϕ′◦χ. For any such minimal choice of (Y ′, ϕ′), the morphism
ϕ′ is projective and is an isomorphism over the maximal semistable (open) subscheme of Y .
Definition 1.2.3. The minimal pair (Y ′, ϕ′) appearing in theorem 1.2.2 is unique up to
unique isomorphism inducing the identity on Y . It will be called the minimum semistable
η-modification of Y and will be denoted by (Yst , ϕst ).
The previous theorem has a formal counterpart as follows.
Theorem 1.2.4. Let Y be an admissible k◦-formal scheme of pure relative dimension 1.
Assume the generic fiber Yη is rig-smooth. Then, there is a semistable (and even a strictly
semistable) k◦-formal scheme Y′ and an η-modification φ′ : Y′ → Y. Moreover, the
k◦-semistable formal scheme Y′ may be chosen to be minimal in the following sense. If Y′′
is a k◦-semistable formal scheme and a morphism ϕ′′ : Y′′ → Y is an η-modification of Y,
then there is a unique k◦-morphism χ : Y′′ → Y′, such that ϕ′′ = ϕ′ ◦ χ. For any such
minimal choice of (Y′, ϕ′), the morphism ϕ′ is projective and is an isomorphism over the
maximal semistable (open) formal subscheme of Y.
Proof. By uniqueness, it is enough to prove the statement for Y = Spf A affine. Under
this assumption, by Elkik’s theorem [25, Thm. 7 and Rmk. 2 on p. 587], one can find a
finitely generated k◦-algebra B such that B̂
∼
−−→ A and that B ⊗k◦ k is smooth over k. We
now apply theorem 1.2.2 to the admissible affine k◦-scheme Y = SpecB. We consider the
minimal semistable η-modification ϕ′ : Y ′ → Y . Then (a)-adic completion ϕ̂′ : Y′ → Y
of ϕ′, for any a ∈ k◦◦ \ {0}, satisfies the requirements of the theorem. It is in fact clearly
semistable, projective and is an isomorphism over the maximal semistable (open) subscheme
of Y. It is also minimal, because if φ′′ : Y′′ → Y has the properties of the statement, we may
again assume that Y′′ is affine. We apply again Elkik’s result, to show that φ′′ is the formal
(a)-adic completion of a morphism ϕ′′ : Y ′′ → Y of admissible k◦-schemes. On replacing
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Y ′′ by an open neighborhood of its special fiber, we may assume that Y ′′ is semistable, as
in theorem 1.2.2. So, there is a unique k◦-morphism χ : Y ′′ → Y ′, such that ϕ′′ = ϕ′ ◦ χ.
Then the (a)-adic completion of χ satisfies the requirements in our statement.
The following result is precisely what we need to start our arguments.
Proposition 1.2.5. (Berkovich) Let V = M (A ) be a rig-smooth strictly k-affinoid curve.
There exists a projective strictly semistable k◦-scheme Y and an embedding of V in the
generic fiber Yη of the formal completion Y of Y along its closed fiber, which identifies V
to the affinoid sp−1(Z) for an affine open subset Z of Ys. In particular, V is the generic
fiber of the strictly semistable k◦-formal scheme Ŷ/Z , formal completion of Y along Z.
Proof. (Steps 1 and 2 hold for a higher dimensional affinoid V ).
Step 1. V is isomorphic to a strictly affinoid domain in the analytification V an of an
affine scheme V over k. By the theory of Raynaud [11, §2.8], the closed k◦-subalgebra A ◦
of A consisting of elements of spectral norm ≤ 1, contains an admissible k◦-subalgebra A,
such that A⊗k◦ k
∼
−−→ A . Applying Elkik’s theorem [25, Thm. 7 and Rmk. 2 on p. 587],
one can find a finitely generated k◦-algebra B such that B̂
∼
−−→ A and that B ⊗k◦ k is
smooth over k. Then the claim holds for V = Spec (B ⊗k◦ k).
Step 2. By [8, Lemma 9.4], there is an open embedding of V in Yη, where Y is an integral
scheme proper finitely presented and flat over k◦, and an open subscheme Z ⊂ Ys such that
V = sp−1
Y
(Z), where sp : (Yη)an → Ys underlies the specialization map spŶ : (Ŷ )η → Ŷ of
the formal completion Ŷ of Y along Ys, and (Ŷ )η is identified with (Yη)
an, by properness.
It follows that V coincides with the generic fiber of the admissible k◦-formal scheme Ŷ/Z ,
formal completion of Y along Z.
Step 3. Assume now that V is one-dimensional. Then both V and Y are one-dimensional.
By the semistable reduction theorem for curves 1.2.2, there is a projective strictly semistable
η-modification Y ′ → Y . In particular, Y ′ is proper, strictly semistable, and has projective
smooth generic fiber Y. The existence of a very ample line bundle on Y ′ relative to k◦
may be proven as in [13, §7]. If Z ′ is the preimage of Z in Y ′s , then the lemma holds for
V′ = Ŷ ′/Z′ , formal completion of Y
′ along Z ′.
We deduce as above from theorem 1.2.4 the notion of the minimum semistable η-
modification of Y, which is a pair (Yst , ϕst ), consisting of a semistable k
◦-formal scheme
Yst , and of a morphism ϕst : Yst → Y: it is again unique up to unique isomorphism
inducing the identity on Y.
Definition 1.2.6. Let the k-analytic curve X and, in case, the projective curve X such
that X = X an, be as before. Let FA(X) be the category whose objects are pairs (Y, φ),
where Y is an admissible normal formal scheme and φ is an isomorphism φ : X
∼
−−→ Yη
of k-analytic curves. We call the pair (Y, φ), and abusively also the formal scheme Y, an
admissible formal model of X. A morphism f : (Y, φ)→ (Z, ψ) is a morphism of k◦-formal
schemes f : Y→ Z such that fη ◦ φ = ψ. We usually identify X with Yη via φ, and regard
the specialisation map spY : (Yη)G → Y, via the composition with the morphism locally
ringed G-topological spaces φG induced by φ, as a morphism spY : XG → Y. The category
FA(X) is the category of admissible formal models7 of X.
We similarly define the category SA(X ) of admissible models of X , namely pairs (Y , φ),
where Y is an admissible normal k◦-scheme and φ is an isomorphism φ : X
∼
−−→ Yη of k-
algebraic curves. A morphism f : (Y , φ)→ (Z , ψ) in SA(X) is a morphism of k◦-schemes
f : Y → Z such that fη ◦ φ = ψ.
We define FS(X) (resp. SS(X )) to be the full subcategory of FA(X) (resp. of SA(X ))
7We do not specify normal, as we should, in the rest of this paper.
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consisting of pairs (Y, φ) (resp. (Y , φ)) in which Y (resp. Y ) is semistable. Similarly for
the subcategory FSst (X) (resp. SSst (X )) of strictly semistable models.
We will denote by PSS(X ) (resp. PSSst (X )) the full subcategory of SS(X ) consisting of
proper (resp. strictly) semistable k◦-models of X .
Definition 1.2.7. A Tate curve over k is a smooth projective k-algebraic curve of genus 1,
which does not admit a smooth projective model over the ring of integers k◦. By a rational
curve we simply mean the k-projective line P1. The analytification of a rational (resp. of a
Tate) curve is also called rational (resp. a Tate curve).
Remark 1.2.8. A Tate curveX over k is k-analytically isomorphic to Gm,k/qZ, where Gm,k
is the k-analytic multiplicative group, while q ∈ k, 0 < |q| < 1.
The following result completely describes the category of formal semistable models of a
given k-analytic curve.
Theorem 1.2.9. (Semistable reduction of compact k-analytic curves) Let Y be a compact
rig-smooth strictly k-analytic curve. The category FS(Y ) of semistable models of Y and
morphisms of k◦-formal schemes inducing the identity on the generic fiber, is a non-empty
partially ordered set, where x→ y ⇔ x ≥ y. For any objects x, y of FS(Y ), x∨y = sup{x, y}
exists. Every morphism Y′′ → Y′ in FS(Y ) is an admissible blow-up of an open ideal A
of finite presentation of OY′ , invertible outside of a finite set of points (in particular, it is
proper). Unless Y is a rational or a Tate projective curve, for any object x of FS(Y ), there
is a unique minimal object mx of FS(Y ), such that x ≥ mx and, for any objects x, y of
FS(Y ), x ∧ y = inf{x, y} exists. In particular, FS(Y ) admits a minimum.
The proof we propose is purely analytic. It will be sketched in the next subsections.
It is based on an equivalence of categories between FS(Y ) and a category PS(Y ) whose
objects are partitions of Y into a finite family of open annuli and of affinoids with good
canonical reduction. The statement of the theorem, translated for PS(Y ), becomes an
amusing discussion of intersections of disks and annuli in Y in the style of [13, Prop. 5.4].
For a complete proof, see [3].
We admit here the following relatively standard result discussed in [3] (cf. [24, III.1, Th.
5.4.5], [13, Cor. 2.7], [14, Thm. 3.1].)
Lemma 1.2.10. Let Y be a smooth projective k-algebraic curve and let Y = Yan be the
associated compact k-analytic curve. The completion functor Z 7→ Ẑ induces equivalences
of categories
(1.2.10.1) PSS(Y)
∼
−−→ FS(Y ) ,
and
(1.2.10.2) PSSst (Y)
∼
−−→ FSst (Y ) .
The following corollary of theorem 1.2.9 and lemma 1.2.10 gives a complete description
of the category of proper semistable models of a given smooth projective curve. We are not
aware of a direct algebraic proof in the style of Temkin’s theorem 1.2.2.
Theorem 1.2.11. (Semistable Reduction of Projective Curves) Let Y be a smooth projective
k-algebraic curve. A proper semistable model of Y is necessarily projective. The category
PSS(Y) of projective semistable models of Y, and morphisms of k◦-schemes inducing the
identity on the generic fiber, is a non-empty partially ordered set, where x → y ⇔ x ≥ y.
For any objects x, y of PSS(Y), x ∨ y = sup{x, y} exists. Every morphism Y ′′ → Y ′
in PSS(Y) is a blow-up of a closed finite a-torsion subscheme of OY ′ , for some non-zero
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a ∈ k◦◦ (in particular, it is projective). Unless Y is a rational or a Tate projective curve, for
any object x of PSS(Y), there is a unique minimal object mx of PS(Y), such that x ≥ mx
and, for any objects x, y of PSS(Y), x∧ y = inf{x, y} exists. In particular, PSS(Y) admits
a minimum.
1.3 Formal coverings and formal models
For the definition and basic properties of formal affinoid coverings (always assumed to be
strictly affinoid in this paper) we refer to the first part of [5, §4.3]. We want to describe
a functorial equivalence between (resp. strictly) semistable models and the (resp. strictly)
semistable coverings of X described below.
The set of formal coverings of X forms a category Cov(X) in which an arrow U → V is
a refinement of coverings, i.e. a map of sets Φ : U → V such that U ⊂ Φ(U), ∀U ∈ U . If
Φ : U → V is a refinement of formal coverings of X , the inclusions U →֒ Φ(U) = V induce
morphisms of canonical reductions U˜ → V˜ which patch together to a morphism of k˜-curves
ϕ˜Φ : X˜U → X˜V . We obtain a natural functor U 7→ X˜U , Φ 7→ ϕ˜Φ, from Cov(X) to the
category Schk˜ of k˜-schemes.
For any formal covering U of X there is a canonical specialization map spU : X →
X˜U , obtained by patching together the canonical reduction maps for all affinoids in the
covering (their compatibility being precisely the definition of a formal affinoid covering).
Specialization maps also have a functorial behaviour: if Φ : U → V is a refinement, spV =
ϕ˜Φ ◦ spU .
Two formal coverings U and V of X are equivalent if U ∪ V is a formal covering of X .
Equivalence of formal coverings is an equivalence relation: we then write U ∼ V , and denote
by [U ] the equivalence class of U .
Definition 1.3.1. A refinement of equivalent coverings Φ : U → V is called a quasi-
isomorphism.
It is easy to check that the class of quasi-isomorphisms in Cov(X) admits calculus of
right fractions. The corresponding localized category is denoted Cov(X)/ ∼ and is called
the category of formal affinoid coverings of X up to equivalence. Its objects are equivalence
classes [U ] of formal coverings of X , and, for any pair U , V of formal coverings of X ,
(1.3.1.1) HomCov(X)/∼([U ], [V ]) = lim
U ′→U
HomCov(X)(U
′,V) ,
where U ′ → U is a quasi-isomorphism of formal coverings. If Φ is a quasi-isomorphism, ϕ˜Φ
canonically identifies X˜U to X˜V . In particular, if U and V are any pair of equivalent formal
coverings of X , the inclusions Φ : U →֒ U ∪ V and Ψ : V →֒ U ∪ V are quasi-isomorphisms
and ϕ˜Φ and ϕ˜Ψ are isomorphisms which canonically identify spU with spV . In other words,
the natural functor U 7→ X˜U factors through the reduction functor Cov(X)/ ∼→ Schk˜.
Let us now assume that the formal covering U is distinguished. One then defines a sheaf
of topological rings, flat and topologically of finite type [12, §6.4.1 Cor. 5], hence topo-
logically of finite presentation [11, §2.3 Cor. 5] over k◦, OU on X˜U by setting OU (V ) =
((sp∗OXG)(V ))
◦, for any open subset V of X˜U . The topologically ringed space XU =
(X˜U ,OU ) is a normal formal model of X whose specialization map of G-ringed spaces spXU :
XG → XU set-theoretically identifies with spU . It is easy to check that if Φ : U → V is a re-
finement of formal coverings of X , there is a natural morphism of sheaves of topological rings
ϕ♭Φ : OV → (ϕ˜Φ)∗OU lifting ϕ˜Φ to a morphism of formal schemes ϕΦ = (ϕ˜Φ, ϕ
♭
Φ) : XU → XV
whose generic fiber is the identity of the k-analytic curve X . Moreover, if Φ is a quasi-
isomorphism of distinguished coverings, ϕΦ : XU → XV = XU is the identity of the formal
scheme XU .
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Definition 1.3.2. We denote by Covdis (X) the full subcategory of Cov(X) whose objects
are distinguished formal coverings of X .
The class of quasi-isomorphisms in Covdis (X) admits calculus of right fractions. The
corresponding localized category Covdis (X)/ ∼ is a full subcategory of Covdis (X)/ ∼, and
is called the category of distinguished formal coverings of X up to equivalence. Its objects
are equivalence classes [U ] of distinguished formal coverings of X . The following result will
be detailed in [3].
Theorem 1.3.3. The construction U 7→ XU , Φ 7→ ϕΦ extends to a functor Cov
dis (X) →
FA(X), which induces an equivalence of categories Covdis (X)/ ∼
∼
−−→ FA(X).
As explained in [11, §2.8, Step (b) in the proof of Thm. 3], for two admissible formal
models X and Y of X , there is at most one morphism ϕ : X → Y inducing the identity on
generic fibers. Therefore, the category FA(X) is really a partially ordered directed set. It
then follows that, for any pair U , V of distinguished formal coverings of X ,
(1.3.3.1) HomCovdis (X)/∼([U ], [V ]) =
{
{≥} if ∃ Φ : U ′ → V ′ , U ′ ∼ U , V ′ ∼ V ;
∅ otherwise.
,
where Φ : U ′ → V ′ is a refinement of formal coverings.
Definition 1.3.4. Let X be as before, and let U be a distinguished formal strictly affinoid
covering of X. We say that U is a (resp. strictly) semistable affinoid covering of X, if
X˜U is a (strictly) semistable curve over k˜. It is clear that these notions are compatible with
equivalence of formal coverings. We define CS(X) (resp. CSst (X)) as the full subcategory
of Covdis (X)/ ∼ whose objects are equivalence classes of (resp. strictly) semistable affinoid
coverings of X.
Remark 1.3.5. A semistable covering U of X is distinguished by assumption and the
reduction X˜U is geometrically reduced. We deduce from [13, Prop. 1.2] that for any non-
archimedean extension field K of k and for U⊗̂K = {U⊗̂K}U∈U , one has
X˜⊗̂KU⊗̂K = X˜U ⊗ K˜ .
In particular, U⊗̂K is a semistable covering of X⊗̂K.
It follows from Theorem 1.1.5 that if the covering U is (strictly) semistable, then XU is
a (strictly) semistable model of X .
Corollary 1.3.6. The construction U 7→ XU induces an equivalence of the category CS(X)
(resp. CSst (X)) of (resp. strictly) semistable coverings up to equivalence, and the category
FS(X) (resp. FSst (X)). It has the property that Hom(XU ,XV) is nonempty if and only if
there are formal coverings U ′ and V ′ respectively equivalent to U and V, and a refinement
Φ : U ′ → V ′. In that case Hom(XU ,XV) = {ϕΦ}, via the canonical identifictions of XU ′ and
XV′ with XU and XV , respectively.
1.4 Disks and annuli
For a ∈ A1(k) and r ∈ R>0 we denote by
D(a, r−) = {x ∈ A1 : |T (x)− a| < r} ⊂ A1
(resp.
D(a, r+) = {x ∈ A1 : |T (x)− a| ≤ r} ⊂ A1) ,
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the standard open (resp. closed) k-disk of radius r > 0 centered at a. The maximal point
point ta,r of D(a, r
+) is defined by the multiplicative norm
|
m∑
i=0
ai(T − a)
i(ta,r)| = max
i=0,...,m
|ai|r
i
on k[T ]. We also denote by
B(a; r1, r2) = {x ∈ A1 : r1 < |T (x)− a| < r2} ⊂ A1
(resp.
B[a; r1, r2] = {x ∈ A1 : r1 ≤ |T (x)− a| ≤ r2} ⊂ A1) ,
the standard open (resp. closed) k-annulus of radii 0 < r1 < r2 (resp. 0 < r1 ≤ r2), centered
at a ∈ A1(k). We write B(r1, r2) (resp. B[r1, r2]) for the standard annulus B(0; r1, r2) (resp.
B[0; r1, r2]). The ratio r(V ) = r1/r2 ∈ (0, 1) is the height of V = B(a; r1, r2) or B[a; r1, r2].
In general, an open or closed k-disk (resp. k-annulus) is a k-analytic space isomorphic to a
standard open or closed k-disk (resp. k-annulus). It is k-rational if, moreover, the radii of
the corresponding disk or annulus are in |k|. Two k-rational k-annuli, both open or both
closed, are isomorphic iff they have the same height.
Moreover, if a k-analytic curve V is isomorphic via the coordinate T to D(0, r−) (resp.
to B(r(V ), 1)), for any automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut(V ), and any x ∈ V , |T (ϕ(x))| equals |T (x)|
(resp. either |T (x)| or r(V )/|T (x)|: ϕ is direct in the former case and inverse in the latter).
An open k-disk (resp. k-annulus) is a simply-connected quasi-polyhedron; it has precisely
one (resp. two) endpoint(s).
A k-disk or k-annulus in a k-analytic curve X will simply be called a disk or an annulus
in X .
Definition 1.4.1. The standard formal disk over k◦ is the formal affine line Â1 := Â1k◦ =
Spf k◦{T }. The standard formal annulus of height r ∈ |k| ∩ (0, 1) over k◦ is the k◦-formal
scheme B[r, 1] := Spf k◦{S, T }/(ST − a), where a ∈ k◦, |a| = r. Notice that B[r, 1] is well-
defined. A basic formal disk (resp. a basic formal annulus) over k◦ is an affine connected
k◦-formal scheme B = Spf A equipped with a dominant e´tale morphism T to the standard
formal disk (resp. to a standard formal annulus) over k◦, such that the inverse image of the
point 0 ∈ A1(k˜) (resp. (S, T ) ∈ Spec k˜[S, T ]/(ST )) consists of a single point, with residue
field k˜. A basic affinoid disk (resp. basic affinoid annulus) over k is the generic fiber of a
basic formal disk (resp. annulus) over k◦. We write (B, T ) for a formal disk (resp. annulus)
and (B, T ) for the corresponding affinoid disk (resp. annulus).
Notice that if (B, T ) is a basic formal disk (resp. annulus) as in the definition, the generic
fiber of T induces an isomorphism of k-analytic spaces T−1(D(0, 1−))
∼
−−→ D(0, 1−) (resp.
T−1(B(|a|, 1))
∼
−−→ B(|a|, 1))
We will make essential use of the following immediate consequence of definition 1.1.4.
Lemma 1.4.2. Every semistable k◦-formal scheme has a finite covering by e´tale neighbor-
hoods which are basic formal annuli or disks over k◦.
In our discussion below, it will be more convenient to use a different normalization for
the coordinate function T on a formal annulus. Namely, for r1, r2 ∈ |k| ∩ (0, 1], we define,
(1.4.2.1) A[r1, r2] = k
◦{S, T, U}/(a2S − T, TU − a1) , B[r1, r2] = Spf A[r1, r2] ,
where ai ∈ k◦, |ai| = ri, i = 1, 2. So, B[r1, r2] is isomorphic to the formal annulus
B[r1/r2, 1], via the coordinate T/a2. Let B be a k
◦-formal scheme and T : B→ B[r1, r2] be
an e´tale morphism, such that the composite X
T
−−→ B[r1, r2]
T/a2
−−−−→ B[r1/r2, 1] is a basic
formal annulus of height r1/r2 over k
◦. We still say that (B, T ) (resp. its generic fiber
(B, T )) is a basic formal (resp. affinoid) annulus of radii r1, r2 over k◦.
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1.5 Semistable partitions
We introduce here a very simple notion, equivalent to the ones discussed in the previous
subsections of semistable formal model and of semistable affinoid covering of X . It is the
notion of a “semistable partition” of X . It has the virtue of making completely obvious two
well-known statements for which there is no canonical reference in the literature. Namely,
the existence of a minimum semistable model of X (unless X is the analytification of either
a rational or a Tate curve), and the existence of a common minimum semistable refinement
of two semistable formal coverings. Again, we need such explicit descriptions, in view of
application to differential systems on X .
We refer to [3] for full proofs in a more general setting.
Definition 1.5.1. Let X be a connected compact rig-smooth strictly k-analytic curve over an
algebraically closed non-trivially valued non-archimedean field k. A partition of X into a dis-
joint union of a finite set of open annuli B = {B1, . . . , BN} and a finite set C = {C1, . . . , Cr}
of connected distinguished strictly affinoid domains with good canonical reduction will be
called a semistable partition of X, and will be denoted by P(B, C). The semistable partition
P(B, C) is a strictly semistable partition if every annulus B ∈ B has two distinct boundary
points in X \B. If X is the analytification of a smooth projective curve with good reduction,
we also regard P(∅, {X}) as a (strictly) semistable partition. For two semistable partitions
P = P(B, C) and P ′ = P(B′, C′) of X, we say that P ′ ≥ P if for every B ∈ B (resp.
C ∈ C), the elements of B′ and C′ contained in B (resp. C) give a partition of B (resp.
C). We denote by PS(X) (resp. PSst (X)) the category, in fact a partially ordered set, of
semistable (resp. strictly semistable) partitions of X.
Remark 1.5.2. The condition that the affinoids of C be distinguished is equivalent to the
requirement that the boundary points of the annuli of B in X be points of type (2) [12,
6.4.3].
Remark 1.5.3. If P(B, C) is a strictly semistable partition of X , and B ∈ B, the two
boundary points of B in X \ B are the maximal points of two distinct affinoids CB,1 and
CB,2 ∈ C.
Let X be a semistable (resp. a strictly semistable) formal model of X and let sp : X → Xs
be the corresponding specialization map to a curve over k˜. Let Sing(Xs) be the singular locus
of Xs, and let X
sm
s = Xs \Sing(Xs) be the smooth part of Xs. Then Sing(Xs) = {z1, . . . , zN}
where each zi is a closed point of Xs, and Bi := sp
−1(zi) is an open annulus in X . Similarly,
let c1, . . . , cr be the connected (hence irreducible) components of the smooth locus X
sm
s , and
let η˜cj be the generic point of cj . Then either X is smooth in which case r = 1 and c1 = Xs,
or sp−1(cj) is a connected affinoid domain Cj in X with good canonical reduction, whose
Shilov boundary consists of the single point ηCj of type (2), unique inverse image of η˜cj .
Let BX = {B1, . . . , BN} and CX = {C1, . . . , Cr}. We conclude that PX = P(BX, CX) is
a semistable (resp. strictly semistable) partition of X . If ϕ : Y → X is a morphism of
semistable (resp. strictly semistable) formal models of X , then PY ≥ PX: we have defined
a functor X 7→ PX from the category of semistable (resp. strictly semistable) formal models
of X to the category of semistable (resp. strictly semistable) partitions of X .
Theorem 1.5.4. The functor X 7→ PX induces an equivalence of categories between FS(X)
(resp. FSst (X)) and PS(X) (resp. PSst (X)).
Proof. In order to construct a quasi-inverse of the functor X 7→ PX, we first associate to
a semistable (resp. strictly semistable) partition P = P(B, C) of X , a (resp. strictly)
semistable covering UP of X , as follows. For any B ∈ B, let {C,C′} ⊂ C be the set of C ∈ C
such that the closure B of B in X contains the maximal point ηC of C. (We do not exclude
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that C = C′). Notice that B∪C ∪C′ = B ∪C ∪C′ is a compact connected analytic domain
in X , hence it is either an affinoid or a projective curve. In both cases, cutting off a finite
number of open disks contained in either C or C′, we get an affinoid domain UB such that
B ⊂ UB ⊂ B ∪ C ∪ C′.
Lemma 1.5.5. Let B,C,C′ be as before and let UB be any affinoid domain of X such that
B ⊂ UB ⊂ B ∪ C ∪ C′ and such that (B ∪ C ∪C′) \ UB is the union of a finite number of
maximal open disks contained in either C or C′. Then, the canonical reduction of UB is a
reduced curve which is either irreducible with a single ordinary double point, if C = C′, or
the union of two smooth irreducible curves crossing normally, if C 6= C′.
Proof. We apply Prop. 1.2.5 to realize UB as an affinoid domain in Y = Y
an
η = Yη, where
Y is a strictly semistable projective k◦-scheme of formal completion Y, and UB is of the
form sp−1Y (Z), for Z an affine open subset of Ys. Notice that this does not imply that the
canonical reduction map of UB be just the restriction of spY to UB → Z. All we know is
that there is a morphism compatible with specialization maps Z → U˜B. We now construct
a semistable partition PB = (BB ,CB) ≤ PY of Y as follows. On sp
−1
Y (Ys \ Z), we let
our partition be defined as PY′ , where Y
′ is the open formal subscheme of Y supported
on Y′s := Ys \ Z. On UB ⊂ Y , the partition PB is given by the single open annulus B
and the (one or two) affinoids {C ∩ UB, C′ ∩ UB} (the ∩ being taken in the original curve
X). Let B1, . . . , Bm (resp. B
′
1, . . . , B
′
m′) be the elements of BB , different from B, whose
closure contains ηC (resp. ηC′). As in the proof of [6, 3.6.1], we cut thin subannuli, for small
positive ε, B
(ε)
1 , . . . , B
(ε)
m (resp. B
′(ε)
1 , . . . , B
′(ε)
m′ ), B
(ε)
i ⊂ Bi, i = 1, . . . ,m (resp. B
′(ε)
j ⊂ B
′
j,
j = 1, . . . ,m′) having ηC (resp. ηC′) as a cluster point. We assume that, for every i, Bi
is identified with B(ri, 1) in such a way that t0,r → ηC as r → 1, and B
(ε)
i is identified
with B(1 − ε, 1) ⊂ B(ri, 1), and similarly for B
′(ε)
j ⊂ B
′
j , for every j. We now glue open
disks to C (resp. C′), via the natural embeddings B
(ε)
i = B(1 − ε, 1) ⊂ D(0, 1
−) (resp.
B
′(ε)
j = B(1 − ε, 1) ⊂ D(0, 1
−)) as r → 1, to obtain C (resp. C′). The resulting k-analytic
curve T = UB ∪ C ∪ C′ is smooth and proper, and is therefore algebraizable T = T an,
where T is a smooth projective curve over k. Moreover, the formal covering {UB,C,C′}
determines a formal model T of T whose special fiber is the union of the canonical reductions
{U˜B, C˜, C˜′} of the three affinoids in the covering. As for C˜ and C˜′, they are disjoint affine
open smooth k˜-subvarieties of Ts. Moreover, X \sp
−1
T (C˜∪C˜
′) = B implies that Ts\(C˜∪C˜′)
consists of a single k˜-rational point. By [13, 2.3], that point is an ordinary double point of
Ts. This concludes the proof.
We now define the affinoid covering UP of X , as the union of C and of the set of all
affinoinds UB constructed as above, for all B ∈ B. It is clear that, for any choice of B,B′ ∈ B
and of affinoids UB and U
′
B′ , as above, the intersection UB ∩U
′
B′ is a formal affinoid in both
UB and U
′
B′ . In other words, we have shown that UP is a formal semistable covering of
X . We set XP for the formal scheme XUP . If P
′ ≥ P there a canonical refinement
Φ : UP′ → UP , and therefore a morphism XP′ → XP.
The composite functor X 7→ P := PX 7→ UP 7→ XUP is easily seen to be the identity
of FS(X) (resp. of FSst (X)). Similarly, P 7→ UP 7→ X := XUP 7→ PX is the identity of
PS(X) (resp. PSst (X)).
The proof of the following results will be detailed in [3].
Lemma 1.5.6. Let X be a compact rig-smooth strictly k-analytic curve. Then
1. The union of two closed disks with nonempty intersection in X is either one of the
two disks, or else it is all of X and then X is the analytification of a projective smooth
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curve of genus 0. In the former case the intersection of the two disks is one of them;
in the latter, it is a closed annulus.
2. A non-empty intersection of a closed disk and a closed annulus in X is either the disk
or the annulus or a strictly smaller closed annulus. Their union is, respectively, the
annulus, the disk or a strictly bigger closed disk.
3. A non-empty intersection of two closed annuli in X consists of either one or two
disjoint closed annuli. Their union is a closed annulus in the former case and a Tate
curve in the latter.
Corollary 1.5.7. The lemma holds by replacing “closed” by “open” everywhere in the state-
ment.
Corollary 1.5.8. Let C and C′ be connected strictly affinoid domains of X, with good
canonical reduction. Then
1. Assume X is not rational. Then C ∩ C′ equals either ∅, or C or C′, or else it is a
formal affinoid domain in both C and C′.
2. If the union U = C ∪ C′ is an affinoid domain in X, properly containing both C and
C′, then U has good canonical reduction, and its specialization map is induced by those
of C and C′.
3. The intersection of a closed annulus B of X with C, equals either ∅, or B, or C, or
the complement in C of a finite number of open disks contained in distinct residue
classes, and coinciding with the full residue class except for at most one of them.
Corollary 1.5.9.
1. The intersection of an open disk D of X with a connected strict affinoid domain C of
X, with good canonical reduction, equals either ∅ or D or C, or the complement of a
closed disk contained in a single residue class of C.
2. The intersection of an open annulus B of X with a connected strict affinoid domain
C of X, with good canonical reduction, equals either ∅ or B or C.
Straightforward consequences of the previous lemmas are the following propositions [3].
Proposition 1.5.10. The partially ordered set of semistable partitions of X is directed: if
P = P(B, C) and P ′ = P(B′, C′) are semistable partitions of X, there exists a minimum
semistable partition P ′′ of X with P ′′ ≥ P and P ′′ ≥ P ′.
Proposition 1.5.11. Assume X is neither the analytification of a rational nor of a Tate
curve. Then the partially ordered set of semistable partitions of X has a minimum P0 =
P(B0, C0).
1.6 Subpolygons of an analytic curve
There is a fourth equivalent viewpoint we need to master for dealing with differential equa-
tions on X . This is the notion of a “subpolygon of X”. Actually, this notion has been used
implicitly by Dwork, Robba, Christol,... since the infancy of the theory of p-adic differential
equations. The framework of Berkovich analytic spaces gives substance to what has been
for a long time a somewhat artificial tool to describe the “generic” behaviour of radii of
convergence of power series solutions to differential equations. The global description of
radii of convergence on the full Berkovich analytic space is the main novelty of this paper.
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This section is entirely due to Berkovich, but we are unable to give precise references for
most of the material we have collected here. Full details are given in [3].
We recall that the non-archimedean field k is supposed to be non-trivially valued and
algebraically closed.
Definition 1.6.1. Let Y be any rig-smooth strictly k-analytic curve. The analytic skeleton
S(Y ) of Y is the minimum closed subset T of Y , such that Y \ T is a union of open disks.
A vertex of Y is a point contained in no open annulus. We denote by V(Y ) ⊂ Y the set of
vertices of Y .
Notice that a vertex of Y necessarily belongs to S(Y ) and that, if Y is affinoid, any point
in the Shilov boundary of Y is a vertex. Points of S(Y ) are of type (2) or (3). We denote
by H(Y ) ⊂ Y the subset consisting of points of type (2) or (3), and call it the Berkovich
hyperbolic subspace of the curve Y . For any algebraically closed non-archimedean extension
field k′/k, the canonical projection Y ⊗̂k′ → Y induces a homeomorphism S(Y ⊗̂k′)
∼
−−→
S(Y ) (resp. V(Y ⊗̂k′)
∼
−−→ V(Y )).
Definition 1.6.2. An open segment E in Y is the skeleton of an open annulus in Y . Its
(multiplicative) length ℓ(E) is the inverse of the height of the corresponding annulus. An
open half-line in Y is the skeleton of an open disk punctured at a k-rational point in Y . We
say that it has infinite length.
Example 1.6.3. For the standard k-annulus B(r1, r2), the skeleton is the subset {t0,ρ|r1 <
ρ < r2}, homeomorphic to (r1, r2) via ρ 7→ t0,ρ. The elements of Aut(B(r1, r2)) act on
S(B(r1, r2)) via the identity, if they are direct, and via ρ 7→ r1r2/ρ otherwise. Similarly for
punctured open disks.
For an open segment (resp. an open half-line) E ⊂ Y , the open annulus (resp. the open
punctured disk) A ⊂ Y such that S(A) = E is uniquely determined as the union of open
disks D in Y \ E such that the closure of D in Y intersects E. We denote it by AE . An
open segment (resp. half-line) E is k-rational if AE is a k-rational open annulus (resp. disk)
in Y , i.e. if the ends of E in Y are points of type (2) (resp. one point of type (2) and one
k-rational point).
Let E be an open k-rational segment of Y of length 1/r(E). An isomorphism T : AE
∼
−−→
B(r(E), 1) induces a homeomorphism ρ = |T (−)| : E
∼
−−→ (r(E), 1), which is canonical up
to the inversion ρ 7→ r(E)/ρ.
Notice that the previous construction associates canonically, on any simply connected
sub-quasi-polyhedron U of H(X), a (multiplicative) length ℓU ([x, y]) ∈ (1,∞) where the link
[x, y], with x, y ∈ U is the unique path in U joining x to y. In fact, [x, y] is a disjoint union
of a finite set E1, . . . , EN of open segments of X contained in U , and ℓ([x, y]) =
N∏
i=1
ℓ(Ei).
The function (x, y) 7→ ℓ([x, y]) is clearly continuous on U × U .
Definition 1.6.4. A subpolygon of X is a triple S = (S,V , E), where S is a compact
connected subset of H(X) and V is a finite subset of points of type (2) of S called the
vertices of S. We assume that the connected components of S \ V are a finite set of open
(necessarily k-rational) segments E1, . . . , EN of X. We call them open edges of S and write
E = {E1, . . . , EN}. For two subpolygons S = (S,V , E) and S′ = (S′,V ′, E ′) of X, we write
S ≤ S′, and say that S is a subpolygon of S′ if S ⊂ S′, V ⊂ V ′, and every open edge E ∈ E
is a union of vertices and open edges of S′. A morphism ϕ : S′ → S of subpolygons of X is
a continuous retraction ϕ : S′ → S such that for any open edge E′ ∈ E ′, either ϕ(E′) is a
vertex of S or ϕ induces the inclusion of E′ in an open edge of S. A subpolygon S = (S,V , E)
of X is complete if X \ S is a union of open disks. We denote by GP(X) the category of
subpolygons of X, and by GPc(X) the full subcategory consisting of complete subpolygons of
X.
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Notice that, if a morphism ϕ : S′ → S in GP(X) exists, S is a subpolygon of S′, and
the fibers of ϕ over a vertex are simply connected trees. We also denote by (GP(X),≤) the
category associated to the order relation ≤: a morphism S ≤ S′ in this category is called
an inclusion S→ S′ of subpolygons of X . Let ι : S→ S′ be an inclusion of subpolygons of
X . We say that ι is a subdivision (and that S′ is obtained by subdivision of S) if S = S′.
A subdivision is visibly the composition of a finite number of subdivisions obtained by the
addition of one vertex inside an open edge. We call 1-step subdivision such a subdivision.
In general, a subdivision S ≤ S′ in which S′ has N vertices more than S, i.e. an N -step
subdivision, is a product of N 1-step subdivisions. An inclusion S ≤ S′ is called exact if
every vertex (resp. open edge) of S′ contained in S is a vertex (resp. open edge) of S. An
inclusion ι : S→ S′ canonically decomposes into a composition ι = ε ◦ σ, where ε : Ss → S′
is an exact inclusion and σ : S→ Ss is a subdivision.
For a morphism ϕ : S′ → S in GP(X), we say that it is a trivial retraction if S ≤ S′
is a subdivision, and a neat retraction if S ≤ S′ is an exact inclusion. Any morphism
ϕ : S′ → S in GP(X) canonically decomposes as ϕtriv ◦ ϕneat, where ϕneat : S′ → Ss is neat
and ϕtriv : Ss → S is trivial. Notice that a neat retraction sends vertices to vertices. A
neat retraction ϕ : S′ → S is simple if there are precisely one open edge and one vertex
of S′ which are not, respectively, an open edge and a vertex of S. Every neat retraction
ϕ : S′ → S is a composition of a finite number N of simple retractions. The number N
is the number of open edges of S′ which are not open edges of S. Similarly, every trivial
retraction is a product of a finite number of trivial 1-step retractions, each corresponding to
a 1-step subdivision.
To any semistable partition P = P(B = {B1, . . . , BN}, C = {C1, . . . , Cr}) of X , we
naturally associate a complete subpolygon S(P), whose vertices are the maximal points of
the affinoids C1, . . . , Cr and whose open edges are the skeleta of the open annuli B1, . . . , BN .
If P ′ ≥ P in PS(X), it is clear that S(P ′) ≥ S(P) as subpolygons of X , and that there
is a morphism S(P ′)→ S(P) in GPc.
The following results are proven in [3].
Theorem 1.6.5. The functor S establishes an equivalence of categories between PS(X)
and GPc(X). Moreover, GPc(X) is the opposite category to (GPc(X),≤). We also denote
by S the composite functor X 7→ PX 7→ S(PX) =: S(X), which induces an equivalence of
categories between FS(X) and GPc(X).
Notice that [8, 1.7] the generic point of a component ci of Xs has a unique inverse image
ηi in X under spX, and the set of vertices V(X) of S(X) is precisely the set of those inverse
images. The set of open edges E(X) is the set of analytic skeleta of the inverse images under
spX of the singular points of Xs. For a morphism ϕ : Y → X in FS(X), we denote by
τX,Y : S(Y)→ S(X) the corresponding morphism in GP
c(X). Then, as a topological space,
(1.6.5.1) X = lim←−
Y≥Z
(S(Y), τZ,Y) ,
while the subset H(X) ⊂ X of points of type (2) or (3) is
(1.6.5.2) H(X) =
⋃
S(Y) ,
where Y varies among semistable models of X . In particular, we get, for any semistable
model X of X , a retraction τX : X → S(X), as the natural map
(1.6.5.3) τX := lim←−
Y≥X
(S(Y), τX,Y) ,
to S(X). It has the property that the inverse image under τX of any vertex or closed edge
of S(X), is a strict affinoid domain in X . It follows that the same is true for any closed
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k-rational segment contained in a closed edge of S(X) (because it is a closed edge of S(X),
for some Y ≥ X). If X = X0 is the minimum semistable model of X , then S(X0) = S(X)
and τX0 = τX .
Definition 1.6.6. For any semistable model X of X, and any rational point y ∈ X (nec-
essarily, y ∈ X \ S(X)), we denote by DX(y, 1
−) the maximal open disk neighborhood of y
contained in X \ S(X).
Definition 1.6.7. Assumptions as in definition 1.6.6. An isomorphism
(1.6.7.1) DX(y, 1
−)
∼
−−→ Dk(0, 1
−)
is called an X-normalized coordinate at y.
Notice that the map τX takes the disk DX(y, 1
−) to the unique boundary point of
DX(y, 1
−) in X , not in DX(y, 1
−), τX(y) ∈ S(X). The fiber τ
−1
X (τX(y)) \ {τX(y)} is the
disjoint union of a family of disks having the same limit point τX(y) ∈ S(X). It follows
from theorem 1.2.9 that for any compact rig-smooth strictly k-analytic curve X , which is
not rational, and any rational point y ∈ X (necessarily, y ∈ X \ S(X)), there exists a max-
imal open disk neighborhood DX(y, 1
−) of y in X . It generalizes the neighborhood Dy(X)
defined in the introduction for an affinoid X in A1.
1.7 Admissible blow-ups
Let us recall that for any admissible k◦-formal scheme X, any a ∈ k◦◦ \ {0}, and any open
ideal of finite presentation A ⊂ OX, one defines the blow-up of X along A as the morphism
ϕ : Y → X of formal schemes, inductive limit as n → ∞, of the blow-up ϕn : Yn → Xn of
the scheme Xn = (X,OX/(a)n+1) along the ideal A⊗OX/(a)n+1. Such a morphism is called
an admissible blow-up, and is independent of the choice of a.
We now show that a morphism ϕ : X′ → X in FS(X) is an admissible blow-up. We use
the category PS(X) for our description. Let us consider two strictly semistable partitions
P = P(B, C) and P ′ = P(B′, C′) of X , with P ′ ≥ P, and let ϕ : X′ := XP′ → X :=
XP be the corresponding morphism of FS(X). Consider an affinoid with good canonical
reduction C′ ∈ C′. Then either C′ is contained in an open annulus B ∈ B or it is contained
in an affinoid C ∈ C. In the second case, either C′ is contained in a single residue class D of
C, or the maximal point ηC′ of C
′ coincides with the maximal point ηC of C. In the latter
case, C′ is the complement in C of a finite number of residue classes D1, . . . , Dr of C. Notice
that for each i = 1, . . . , r, Di must contain a finite number of disjoint affinoids with good
canonical reduction belonging to C′. The partition P ′ may be reconstructed from the family
F = F (P ′,P) of the elements of C′ contained in either an open annulus B ∈ B, or in a
maximal disk D of some affinoid with good canonical reduction C ∈ C. In fact, let C′0 ∈ C
′
be an affinoid with good canonical reduction which is not in F . Then, C′0 is obtained from
one affinoid C ∈ C, by subtracting those residue classes which do contain some C′ ∈ F . On
the other hand, the annuli in B′ are simply the connected components of the complement in
X of the union of all affinoids in C′. Now if B (resp. D) is an open k-rational annulus (resp
disk), the description of connected strictly affinoid domains with good canonical reduction
in B or D is elementary. They are the complement of a finite number of maximal open disks
in a closed strictly affinoid disk. We define Cϕ as the union of all affinoids V ∈ F and Aϕ
as the sheaf of ideals of OX consisting of sections f of OX whose pull-back under spX is < 1
on Cϕ. It is clear (by explicit description of generators) that Aϕ is an open ideal of finite
presentation of OX.
It is easily seen (cf. [3] for more details) that
Theorem 1.7.1. The morphism ϕ is the admissible blow-up of X along Aϕ.
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Definition 1.7.2. We will say that the morphism ϕ : Y→ X in FS(X) is a trivial (resp.
simple) 1-step blow-up, if the corresponding morphism S(ϕ) : S(Y) → S(X) in GPc(X) is
a trivial (resp. simple) 1-step retraction.
Corollary 1.7.3. Any morphism ϕ : Y→ X in FS(X) is a composition
(1.7.3.1)
Y =: Y(N) → Y(N−1) · · · → · · · → Y(1) → Y(0) := X(M) → X(M−1) · · · → X(1) → X(0) := X ,
where Y(i+1) → Y(i) is the blow-up of a single closed disk contained in an open disk
DY(i)(x, 1
−), for some x ∈ X \ S(Y(i)) (resp. X(i+1) → X(i) is the blow-up of a single
closed annulus of height 1 contained in an open annulus Bi ∈ Bi and intersecting its skele-
ton, where Pi = (Bi, Ci) is the semistable partition associated to Xi).
In particular, every morphism ϕ : X′ → X in FS(X) is an admissible blow-up, it is a
product of 1-step trivial or simple blow-ups, and each non-empty fiber of X′s → Xs is a
connected union of rational smooth projective curves whose graph is a tree.
1.8 E´tale morphisms of formal schemes
For any morphism ϕ : Y→ X of semistable k◦-formal schemes, with generic fiber ϕη : Y →
X , the following diagram is commutative [9, 4.4.2]
(1.8.0.2)
S(Y)
τX◦ϕη
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ S(X)
τY
x
xτX
Y
ϕη
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ X
If, moreover, ϕ : Y → X is e´tale, then ϕη(S(Y)) ⊂ S(X), and ϕ
−1
η (S(X)) = S(Y), so
that the previous diagram becomes
(1.8.0.3)
S(Y)
(ϕη)|S(Y)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ S(X)
τY
x
xτX
Y
ϕη
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ X
and ϕη induces isomorphisms DY(y, r
−)
∼
−−→ DX(x, r−), for any y ∈ Y \ S(Y), ϕη(y) = x,
r ∈ (0, 1] [4.3.2 loc.cit. ].
Suppose the point y ∈ Y is a vertex of S(Y). This means that it is the unique inverse im-
age under spY of the generic point of a component c of Ys. But ϕ induces an e´tale morphism
from the smooth part csm to a component c′ of Xs [8, 2.2 (i)]. Therefore, ϕη(V(Y)) ⊂ V(X).
2 Continuity of real valued functions on rig-smooth k-
analytic curves
Lemma 2.0.1. Let k be any non-archimedean field, Y be any k-analytic space, L a non-
archimedean field over k and YL = Y ⊗̂kL be the extension of Y to L. Then the natural
topology of Y is the quotient topology of the natural topology of YL via the projection map
ψL = ψY,L/k : YL → Y .
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Proof. We first prove that the map ψL is closed. Let C be a closed subset of YL. Let y be a
point of Y \ψL(C), and let D2 be a compact neighborhood of y in Y . Then D1 = ψ
−1
L (D2)
is a compact subset of YL. The intersection C ∩D1 is then compact; its image ψL(C ∩D1)
is then closed, so that D2 \ψL(C ∩D1) is a neighborhood of y in Y not intersecting ψL(C).
The conclusion follows from [27, 2.4].
We assume from now on in this section that the non-archimedean field k is non-trivially
valued.
Definition 2.0.2. Let X be a semistable k◦-formal scheme, Γ a topological space, and let
X = Xη be the generic fiber of X. Let f : X → Γ be any function and, for any non-
archimedean field extension k′/k and e´tale morphism of semistable k′◦-formal schemes ψ :
Y→ X⊗̂k′◦, let fψ : Yη → Γ be the composite
fψ = f ◦ ψXη,k′/k ◦ ψη .
We say that (fψ)ψ is the e´tale-local system of functions on X with values in Γ associated to
the function f . We identify f = fidX with the system (fψ)ψ.
Notice that if f : X → Γ is continuous, every component fψ of the e´tale-local system of
functions associated with f is also continuous. We present some basic results in the opposite
direction. The first lemma is a consequence of lemma 2.0.1 and [8, Lemma 5.11].
Lemma 2.0.3. Let X be a semistable k◦-formal scheme and f = (fψ)ψ be an e´tale-local
system of functions on X with values in the topological space Γ, associated to the function
f : X = Xη → Γ. Assume there is a non-archimedean extension field k
′/k and an e´tale
covering {ψα : Y → X⊗̂k′◦}α of X⊗̂k′◦, such that ∀α, fψα is continuous. Then f is
continuous.
Notation 2.0.4. Let [a, b] be an interval in R, and let Γ be a topological subspace of the
metric space of all continuous functions [a, b]→ R, where d(h, g) = supa≤x≤b |h(x) − g(x)|.
We consider from now on e´tale-local systems of functions on X with values in a topological
space Γ of this type. Notice that Γ has a partial ordering ≤, where h ≤ g if h(x) ≤ g(x)
∀x ∈ [a, b], and that if g − ε < h < g + ε, with ε > 0 a constant function on [a, b], then
d(g, h) < 2 ε.
We recall for completeness that a function ϕ : T → Γ, where T is any topological space
is upper semicontinuous or USC (resp. lower semicontinuous or LSC) if ∀t0 ∈ T and ε > 0,
there exists a neighborhood Ut0,ε of t0 in T such that
ϕ(t) < ϕ(t0) + ε (resp. ϕ(t) > ϕ(t0)− ε )
∀t ∈ Ut0,ε. If ∀α ∈ I, ϕα is USC (resp. LSC), then
ϕ = inf
α∈I
ϕα (resp. ϕ = sup
α∈I
ϕα )
is USC (resp. LSC). Notice that if ϕ is both USC and LSC at t0 ∈ T , then it is continuous
at t0. From now on in this section k is algebraically closed and X be a rig-smooth strictly
k-affinoid curve.
Definition 2.0.5. A strictly affinoid domain V ⊂ X is said to be special if it is either
isomorphic to a closed disk in τ−1X (x) for a point x ∈ S(X) of type (2), or it is τ
−1
X (L),
where L is a k-rational closed interval in a closed edge of S(X), such that at most one of
the ends of L is a vertex (the case of L consisting of a single point is not excluded). In the
former case, S(V ) = Γ(V ) is the maximal point of the disk and, in the latter case, S(V ) = L
and Γ(V ) = V(V ) consists of the ends of L.
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In the following theorem, for a function f : X → Γ and for any algebraically closed
non-archimedean field k′ over k, we let Xk′ := X⊗̂k′, ψX,k′/k : Xk′ → X be the canonical
projection, and fk′ := f ◦ ψX,k′/k be the pull-back of f to Xk′ .
Theorem 2.0.6. Any function f : X → Γ with the following five properties is continuous:
1. f is continuous at every k-rational point of X;
2. the restriction of f to every special affinoid subdomain V of X is such that f(x) ≥
min
y∈Γ(V )
f(y) for all points x ∈ V ;
3. for any algebraically closed non-archimedean field k′ over k, the restriction of fk′ to
any open segment of Xk′ is continuous;
4. the restriction of f to S(X) is continuous at all vertices of S(X);
5. f is USC.
Notice that the properties (3) and (4) of the theorem imply that the restriction of f to
S(X) is continuous.
Proof. First of all, we observe that, given an algebraically closed non-archimedean field k′
over k, the function fk′ : Xk′ → Γ possesses the properties (1)−(5). Indeed, this is trivial for
the property (3). Property (4) follows from the isomorphism S(Xk′ )
∼
−−→ S(X). Property
(5) is a consequence of lemma 2.0.1. Furthermore, the validity of (2) for Xk′ follows from
its validity for Xand the property (3). Finally, let x′ be a k′-rational point of Xk′ , which is
not the preimage of a k-rational point of X . If x is the image of x′ in X , then the preimage
of x in Xk′ contains an open neighborhood of x
′ in Xk′ (isomorphic to an open disk), and
the property (1) follows.
By lemma 2.0.1 we may increase the field k and assume that it is maximally complete
(and algebraically closed). By the property (5), it suffices to verify that, for every point
x0 ∈ X and every ε > 0, the set {x ∈ X | f(x) > f(x0)− ε} contains a neighborhood of the
point x0. According to (1), we may assume that x0 /∈ X(k).
Consider first the case when x0 /∈ S(X). We may then assume that x0 ∈ DX(y, 1−),
for some y ∈ X(k). Then DX(y, 1−) ∼= Dk(0, 1−), y 7→ 0, and x0 7→ t0,r ∈ Dk(0, 1−) for
some 0 < r < 1. Take now a number r < R < 1. It follows from the property (3) that the
restriction of f to the interval {t0,r′|r ≤ r′ ≤ R} is continuous and, therefore, we can find
R sufficiently close to r with f(t0,R) > f(x0) − ε. Let V be the closed disk D(0, R+). It is
an affinoid neighborhood of x0 = t0,r in D(0, 1
−) with Γ(V ) = {t0,R} and, by the property
(2), we get f(x) ≥ f(t0,R) > f(x0)− ε for all points x ∈ V .
Suppose now that x0 ∈ S(X). First of all, if x lies in an open edge of S(X), then
the preimage of that edge under the retraction τX : X → S(X) is isomorphic to an open
k-annulus isomorphic to B(r1, r2), where x0 7→ t0,r, with r1 < r < r2. By the property
(3), the function (r1, r2) → Γ : r′ 7→ f(t0,r′) is continuous, and so we can find numbers
r1 < R1 < r < R2 < r2 sufficiently close to r such that f(y1), f(y2) > f(x0) − ε, where
y1 = t0,R1 and y2 = t0,R2 . Let V be the closed annulus τ
−1
X ([R1, R2])
∼= D(0, R+2 )\D(0, R
−
1 ).
Then V is a neighborhood of x0, and Γ(V ) = {y1, y2}. Property (2) implies that f(x) ≥
min(f(y1), f(y2)) > f(x0)− ε for all x ∈ V .
Furthermore, suppose that x0 is a vertex of S(X). If S(X) = {x0}, then {x0} is the
Shilov boundary of X and, by property (2), one has f(x) ≥ f(x0) for all x ∈ X . Assume
therefore that S(X) 6= {x0}. Consider a connected closed neighborhood L of x0 in S(X)
which does not contain vertices of S(X) other than x0. One has L = ∪
n
i=1Li, where each Li
is homeomorphic to [ri, 1] with ri ∈ |k×| and x0 corresponds to the point 1 of [ri, 1]. Let Vi
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be the affinoid domain τ−1X (Li) ⊂ X . The union
⋃n
i=1 Vi is a compact neighborhood of x0
in X , so that it suffices to verify that the set {x ∈ Vi|f(x) > f(x0)− ε} is open in Vi. Since
the restriction of f to S(X), hence to L, is continuous at x0, for any given ε > 0, we may
find ri ∈ |k×| ∩ (0, 1) so close to 1 that f(yi) > f(x0) − ε. Property (2) then implies that
f(x) > f(x0)− ε for all x ∈ Vi, and the theorem follows.
3 Normalized radius of convergence
3.1 Formal structures
Notation 3.1.1. In this section, k is supposed to be non trivially valued, algebraically
closed and of characteristic zero. Here X is the complement
(3.1.1.1) X = X \ Z ,
of a finite set (possibly empty) Z = {z1, . . . , zr}, consisting of r distinct k-rational points
in a compact rig-smooth connected k-analytic curve X. We assume that X is the generic
fiber of a semistable k◦-formal scheme X. It is well known that the reduced positive divisor
Z determines a finite flat closed reduced subscheme Z of X. We call Z the schematic closure
of Z in X.
It is known [33] that there is an admissible blow-up Y of X such that the inverse image
of Z′ of Z in Y is an effective relative Cartier divisor of Y finite e´tale over Spf k◦ which does
not intersect the singular locus of Y.
So, we will assume in the following that the schematic closure Z of Z in X is e´tale and is
contained in the maximal smooth open formal subscheme of X. We point out that this fact
is equivalent to the requirement that the disks DX(z1, 1
−), . . . , DX(zr, 1
−) are distinct and
that their boundary points τX(z1), . . . , τX(zr) are vertices of S(X).
Remark 3.1.2. We keep the notational distinction between Z and Z mainly for future use.
We generalize the skeleton functor
(3.1.2.1)
S : FS(X) −→ GPc(X)
X 7−→ S(X) ,
described in theorem 1.6.5 for compact X , to the present non compact case, as follows.
Definition 3.1.3. A subpolygon of X is a triple S = (S,V , E) consisting of a connected
closed subset S of X, of a finite set V ⊂ X of points v of type (2) (the vertices of S), and
of a finite set E of open edges of S. It is required that the elements of E are either open
k-rational segments (the open edges of finite length of S) or open k-rational half-lines of X
(the open edges of infinite length of S), and that S is the disjoint union of the elements of
E and of V. A subpolygon S = (S,V , E) of X is complete if X \ S is a union of open disks.
Definition 3.1.4. Let Y → X be a semistable model of X above X. We define the Y-
skeleton of X = X \Z as the subpolygon of X, SZ(Y) = (SZ(Y),V(Y), E(Y)∪{ℓ1, . . . , ℓr}),
where SZ(Y) = S(Y)∪
⋃r
i=1 ℓi, and ℓi is the half-line S(DY(zi, 1
−) \ {zi}), for i = 1, . . . , r.
A Y-normalized coordinate at zi is an isomorphism Tzi : DY(zi, 1
−)
∼
−−→ D(0, 1−) with
Tzi(zi) = 0. We will say that the open half-line ℓi connects zi to τY(zi). For any rigid point
x ∈ X0, we define the Y-maximal open disk DY,Z(x, 1−) in X , centered at x as the maximal
open disk contained in DY(x, 1
−) ∩X.
The boundary point τY,Z(x) of DY,Z(x, 1
−) in X belongs to SZ(Y) and, as in (1.6.5.1)
we have a canonical continuous retraction
(3.1.4.1) τY,Z : X → SZ(Y) .
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Let E be a locally free OX -Module of finite type equipped with an X/k-connection ∇.
Notice that the abelian sheaf
E∇ = Ker (∇ : E → E ⊗ Ω1X/k)
for the G-topology of X , is not in general locally constant. We use a canonical coor-
dinate T : DY,Z(x, 1
−)
∼
−−→ D(0, 1−), with T (x) = 0, on DY,Z(x, 1−), and define, for
r ∈ (0, 1), DY,Z(x, r±) as T−1(D(0, r±)). For any r ∈ (0, 1) ∩ |k|, the restriction of E to
D = DY,Z(x, r
+) ⊂ DY,Z(x, 1−) is a free OD-Module of finite type. Let us choose a basis
e : E|D
∼
−−→ OµD. The coordinate column vector ~y with respect to the basis e of a horizontal
section of (E|D,∇|D) satisfies a system of differential equations of the form (0.1.0.1) where
G ∈ Mµ×µ(OX(D)) depends on r and on the choice of the basis e. By iteration of the
system (0.1.0.1) we obtain, for any i ∈ N, the equations
(3.1.4.2) (i!)−1(
d
dT
)i ~y = G[i] ~y ,
with G[i] ∈Mµ×µ(OX(D)).
The power series Y (T ) =
∑
iG[i](x)(T − x)
i converges in a neighborhood U of x ∈ D
to the unique solution matrix of the system (0.1.0.1) such that Y (x) is the µ × µ identity
matrix. So, e Y ∈ E∇(U)µ is a row of horizontal sections of E(U). For any r ∈ (0, 1) ∩ |k|,
the value
(3.1.4.3) Rr(x) := min(r, lim inf
i→∞
|G[i](x)|
−1/i) ∈ (0, r] ,
is the radius of the maximal open disk D(0, ρ−), contained in D(0, r+), such that the power
series Y (T ) converges in D(0, ρ−). It is independent of the choice of T and of the basis
e of E restricted to DY,Z(x, r
+). The matrix Y (T ) is in fact an invertible solution matrix
of the system (0.1.0.1) holomorphic in D(0,Rr(x)−), since the differential system for the
wronskian w := detY , namely
(3.1.4.4)
dw
dT
= (TrG)w ,
has no singularity in D(0, 1−). We conclude that E∇|DY,Z(x,Rr(x)−) is the constant sheaf k
µ
on DY,Z(x,Rr(x)−).
For r1 < r2 < 1 we have Rr1(x) ≤ Rr2(x) ≤ 1, and therefore the quantity
(3.1.4.5) R(x) := lim
r→1
Rr(x) ( r ∈ |k| ∩ (0, 1) ) ,
is well-defined and belongs to (0, 1]. We conclude that E∇|DY,Z(x,R(x)−) is a locally constant
sheaf with fiber kµ on DY,Z(x,R(x)−) (for both the natural and the G-topology). Since
DY,Z(x,R(x)−) equipped with the natural topology is contractible, E∇|DY,Z(x,R(x)−) is in fact
the constant sheaf kµ on DY,Z(x,R(x)−), and E|DY,Z(x,R(x)−) is free of rank µ.
From the previous discussion, we conclude the following
Proposition 3.1.5. If for some analytic domain V ⊂ X, E∇|V is locally constant, then it is
necessarily a local system of k-vector spaces of rank µ on V and the canonical monomorphism
(3.1.5.1) E∇|V ⊗k OV →֒ E|V ,
is an isomorphism. For any x ∈ X(k), DY,Z(x,R(x)−) is the maximal open disk D cen-
tered at x, not intersecting SZ(Y), and such that E∇ is a locally constant sheaf on D, or,
equivalently, such that the restriction of (E ,∇) to D is isomorphic to the trivial connection
on OµD.
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We may then give the
Definition 3.1.6. Let X = X \ Z be a rig-smooth connected k-analytic curve as in 3.1.1.
Let (E ,∇) be an object of MIC(X/k), with E locally free of rank µ for the G-topology. We
fix a semistable model Y of X over X as in (3.1.1). For any k-rational point x ∈ X, we
define the Y-normalized radius of convergence RY,Z(x, (E ,∇)) (or RY,z1,...,zr(x, (E ,∇))) of
(E ,∇) at x as the radius ρ ∈ (0, 1] of the maximal open disk D centered at x, contained in
X and not intersecting the closed subset SZ(Y) ⊂ X, such that (E ,∇)|D is isomorphic to
the trivial connection (OD, dD)µ.
Lemma 3.1.7. Let X, X, Y, (E ,∇) be as in the previous definition, and let ψ : Y′ → Y
be an e´tale morphism of semistable k◦-formal schemes. Let X
′
= Y′η, Z
′ = ψ−1η (Z), Z
′ =
ψ∗(Z), X ′ = X
′
\ Z ′, and g : X ′ → X be the morphism induced by ψη. Then g∗(E ,∇) is an
object of MIC(X ′/k) and
(3.1.7.1) RY′,Z′(x, g
∗(E ,∇)) = RY,Z(g(x), (E ,∇)) , ∀x ∈ X
′ .
Proof. This follows from the discussion in (1.8) and the definitions.
Notice that if E is free over D = DY,Z(x, 1−), x ∈ X(k), and we use a global basis e of
E on D to transform ∇ into the system (0.1.0.1), where the coordinate T is normalized so
that D
∼
−−→ D(0, 1−), x 7→ 0, formula 3.1.4.5 collapses to
(3.1.7.2) R(x,Σ) = min(1, lim inf
n→∞
|G[n](x)|
−1/n) .
Definition 3.1.8. Let Y be a semistable model of X above X and X = X \ Z, as before.
We will say that the OXG-Module E is coherent (resp locally free) over Y if it is of the form
sp∗Y(E), for a coherent (resp. locally free) OY-Module E, where spY : XG → Y is viewed
as a morphism of G-ringed spaces. We denote by MICY(X/k) (resp. MICY(X(∗Z)/k))
the full subcategory of MIC(X/k) consisting of pairs (E ,∇), where E is an OXG-Module
coherent and locally free over Y (resp. and ∇ extends to a connection on E with meromorphic
singularities at Z
∇ : E → E ⊗ Ω1
XG/k
(∗Z) ).
We will prove the following
Theorem 3.1.9. Let (E ,∇) be an object of MICY(X/k). The function X(k) → R>0,
x 7→ RY,Z(x, (E ,∇)), extends (uniquely) to a continuous function X → R>0.
The proof of theorem 3.1.9 will be based in fact on the construction of a function x 7→
RY,Z(x, (E ,∇)), at all x ∈ X , extending the definition given in this section for k-rational
points x ∈ X(k). Namely, we set the following
Definition 3.1.10. Let (E ,∇) be an object of MICY(X/k). For any x ∈ X, we consider
the base-field extension
ψX,H (x)/k : X
′
:= X⊗̂H (x)→ X ,
inducing
ψX,H (x)/k : X
′ := X⊗̂H (x)→ X ,
and the canonical H (x)-rational point x′ of X ′ above x ( cf. the comments following propo-
sition 1.4.1 of [6]). For any semistable model Y of X, Y′ = Y⊗ˆH (x)◦ is a semistable
model of X
′
; let z′i be the canonical inverse image of zi ∈ X in X
′
. We set
(E ′,∇′) = ψ∗X,H (x)/k(E ,∇) ,
and
(3.1.10.1) RY,z1,...,zr(x, (E ,∇)) := RY′,z′1,...,z′r(x
′, (E ′,∇′)) .
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Let ε ∈ |k| ∩ (0, 1), and let
X(ε) = X \
r⋃
i=1
DY(zi, ε
−) .
Recall that we have assumed that all the points τY(zi) are vertices of S(Y). Therefore, if
PY = P(B, C) is the semistable partition of X associated to Y, each of the open disks
DY(zi, 1
−) is a maximal disk in an affinoid Ci ∈ C, for i = 1, . . . , r. We consider the
semistable partition P(ε) = P(B(ε), C(ε)), where, for each i, we have replaced the affinoid
Ci by the two affinoids Ci \DY(zi, 1−) and DY(zi, ε+), and have added the open annulus
DY(zi, 1
−) \DY(zi, ε+). So, P(ε) ≥ PY corresponds to a morphism Y(ε) → Y in FS(X),
which is the admissible blow-up of the OY-ideal of sections of OY whose pull-back to X is
< 1 on the affinoid disks DY(zi, ε
+), i = 1, . . . , r. The closed fiber Y
(ε)
s is the union of Xs
and of r projective lines ℓ
(ε)
i
∼= P1
k˜
. The line ℓ
(ε)
i is at the same time the canonical reduction
of DY(zi, ε
+), and the image of DY(zi, ε
+) via spY(ε) . Let X
(ε) ⊂ Y(ε) be the open formal
subscheme sp−1
Y(ε)
(Y
(ε)
s \
⋃r
i=1 ℓ
(ε)
i ).
We summarize the previous discussion:
Lemma 3.1.11. There is a morphism of semistable formal schemes X(ε) → Y, composite
of an open immersion X(ε) → Y(ε) and of an admissible blow-up Y(ε) → Y, whose generic
fiber identifies with the embedding X(ε) ⊂ X.
The restriction (E ,∇)|X(ε) of (E ,∇) to X
(ε), is an object of MICX(ε)(X
(ε)/k), and,
since ∀x ∈ X(ε)(k), DY,Z(x, 1
−) = DX(ε)(x, 1
−), and, according to our definition, we are
allowed to replace the field k by its extension H (x), we conclude thatRX(ε)(x, (E ,∇)|X(ε) ) =
RY,z1,...,zr(x, (E ,∇)), for any x ∈ X
(ε). So, we may restrict our attention to the case where
there are no zi’s and X = X = Yη, for a semistable formal scheme Y.
Let (B, T ) be an e´tale neighborhood of Y which is a basic formal annulus or disk.
Suppose that the image B of (B, T ) = (B, T )η in X is contained in X , and contains the
point x ∈ X . Now, the canonical point x′ ∈ X ′ above x is an interior point of the image B′
in X
′
, of B′ := B⊗̂H (x) = B′η, where B
′ := B⊗̂H (x)◦. More precisely, DY′,z′1,...,z′r(x
′, 1−)
is contained in B′, and, for any choice of an inverse image y′ ∈ B′ of x′, it is canonically
isomorphic to DB′(y
′, 1−). If B is a disk, the coordinate T of B induces the normalized
coordinate Tx = T − T (x) on DY′,z′1,...,z′r(x
′, 1−). If B is an annulus, the e´tale coordinate
T on B (which is also an e´tale coordinate on B′) induces a normalized coordinate Tx on
DY′,z′1,...,z′r(x
′, 1−), with Tx(x
′) = 0, via (cf. (0.2.0.1))
(3.1.11.1) Tx(y) = (T (y)− T (x))/T (x) , ∀y ∈ DY′,z′1,...,z′r(x
′, 1−) .
If the pull-back of E on B is free, there exists a global basis e of E on the basic affinoid
annulus (B, T ), and we use such a global basis to transform ∇ into the system (0.1.0.1),
formulas 3.1.4.5 and 3.1.7.2 become
(3.1.11.2) R(x,Σ) = min(1, lim inf
n→∞
|G[n](x)|
−1/n) ,
for all x ∈ B, if B is a disk, and
(3.1.11.3) R(x,Σ) = min(1, |T (x)|−1 lim inf
n→∞
|G[n](x)|
−1/n)
= min(|T (x)|, lim inf
n→∞
|G[n](x)|
−1/n)|T (x)|−1 ,
for all x ∈ B, if B is an annulus. Notice that the previous formulas are independent of the
choice of the global basis e.
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The previous formulas are especially useful if (E ,∇) is an object of MICY(X(∗Z)/k)
as in 3.1.8 and (B, T ) is a basic affinoid annulus or disk, generic fiber of a basic formal
annulus or disk (B, T ) varying in a covering of the type described in lemma 1.4.2. Then,
RY,Z(x, (E ,∇)) may be calculated locally on B, that is
(3.1.11.4) RY,Z(x, (E ,∇)) = RB(x, (E ,∇)|B) , ∀x ∈ B ,
and, if E|B is free of finite type and the connection is described via (0.1.0.1) in terms of an
O(B)-basis e of E(B), this in turn is computed as in (3.1.11.3).
3.2 Apparent singularities and change of formal model
We describe here how the function x 7→ RY,Z(x, (E ,∇)) gets modified, by a change of formal
model Y of X or by addition of an extra point z = zr+1 ∈ X(k) to Z = {z1, . . . , zr}. Notice
that, if Y1 → Y is a morphism of semistable models of X inducing the identity on X , there
is a well-defined function ρY1/Y : X(k)→ (0, 1) ∩ |k|, such that
(3.2.0.5) DY1(x, 1
−) = DY(x, ρY1/Y(x)
−) , ∀x ∈ X(k) .
The function ρY1/Y is extended to all points x ∈ X, by using the canonical H (x)-rational
point x′ ∈ X
′
:= X⊗̂H (x) above x. Then Y′ := Y⊗̂H (x)◦ (resp. Y′1 := Y1⊗̂H (x)
◦) is a
semistable model of X
′
, and
(3.2.0.6) ρY1/Y(x) := ρY′1/Y′(x
′) .
The following lemma follows easily from the description 1.6.5.2 of H(X) ⊂ X.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let ϕ : Y1 → Y be a morphism in FS(X) and τY : X → S(Y) (resp.
τY1 : X → S(Y1), resp. τY,Y1 : S(Y1) → S(Y)) be the retraction described in (1.6.5.3)
(resp. in (1.6.5.3), resp. in (1.6.5.1)). Then, for any x ∈ X, τY1(x) and τY(x) belong to
the same fiber C of τY,Y1 : S(Y1)→ S(Y). We have
(3.2.1.1) ρY1/Y(x) = ℓC([τY1(x), τY(x)])
−1 ,
where ℓC([τY1(x), τY(x)]) denotes the length of the segment [τY1(x), τY(x)] ⊂ C ⊂ H(X). In
particular, the function ρY1/Y is continuous.
Proof. If ϕ1 : Y1 → Y and ϕ2 : Y2 → Y1 are morphisms in FS(X), clearly ρY2/Y =
(ρY2/Y1 ◦ (ϕ1)η) · ρY1/Y. So, we are reduced to proving the statement when either τϕ is
trivial, in which case it is trivial, or simple, in which case it is simple.
Similarly, if X is as before, Y1 → Y→ X are morphisms in FS(X), and zr+1, . . . , zr+s ∈
X(k) are such that {DY1(z1, 1
−), . . . , DY1(zr+s, 1
−)} consists of r + s distinct disks, with
τY1(z1), . . . , τY1(zr+s) vertices of S(Y1), let Z = {z1, . . . , zr} (resp. Z1 = {z1, . . . , zr+s}).
We may define a function ρ(Y,Z)/(Y1,Z1) : X \ Z1 → (0, 1) ∩ |k|, such that
(3.2.1.2) DY1,Z1(x, 1
−) = DY,Z(x, ρ(Y,Z)/(Y1,Z1)(x)
−) , ∀x ∈ X(k) \ Z1 ,
extended as before to all points of X \ Z1 and such that
(3.2.1.3) ρ(Y,Z)/(Y1,Z1)(x) = ℓC([τY1,Z1(x), τY,Z(x)])
−1 ,
where τY,Z is the function of (3.1.4.1), C is the connected (and simply connected) component
of SZ1(Y1)\SZ(Y) such that both τY1,Z1(x) and τY,Z(x) belong to C, and ℓC([τY1,Z1(x), τY,Z(x)])
denotes the length of the segment [τY1,Z1(x), τY,Z(x)] ⊂ C ⊂ X \ Z1.
The general situation is as follows.
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Lemma 3.2.2. Let notation be as before. Let (E ,∇) is an object of MICY(X(∗Z)/k), let
Y1 → Y be an admissible blow-up, and zr+1, . . . , zr+s ∈ X(k) be such that {DY1(z1, 1
−), . . .
. . . , DY1(zr+s, 1
−)} consists of r + s distinct disks. Let Z1 = {z1, . . . , zr+s}. Then (E ,∇)
may be regarded as an object of MICY1(X(∗Z1})/k) and
(3.2.2.1) RY1,Z1(x, (E ,∇)) = min(1,RY,Z(x, (E ,∇))/ρ(Y,Z)/(Y1,Z1)(x)) , ∀x ∈ X \ Z1 .
Remark 3.2.3. Let (E ,∇) be an object of MICY(X(∗Z)/k) and let z = zr+1 ∈ X(k) ∩
(DY(z1, 1
−) \ {z1}). Let Tz1 be a Y-normalized coordinate at z1 and Y1 → Y be the
admissible blow-up of the ideal (Tz1(z), Tz1) of OY. Then, for Z1 = Z ∪ {zr+1}, with
schematic closure Z1 in Y,
(3.2.3.1)
RY1,Z1(x, (E ,∇)) =
{
RY,Z(x, (E ,∇)), if x /∈ DY(z1, Tz1(z)
−),
min(1,RY,Z(x, (E ,∇))/|Tz1(x)|), if x ∈ DY(z1, 1
−) \ {z1},
The previous formula shows that the unnecessary consideration of the apparent singularity
zr+1 results in a loss of information.
4 Differential systems on an annulus: review of classical
results
In this section k is a non-archimedean field extension of Qp. We let kalg be an algebraic
closure of k.
We recall the k-Banach algebra H (r1, r2) ⊂ O(B(r1, r2)) of analytic elements on the
open annulus (0.1.0.2), with 0 < r1 ≤ r2. Its elements are uniform limits on B(r1, r2) of
rational functions in k(T ) without poles in B(r1, r2). The Banach norm of H (r1, r2) is of
course the supnorm on B(r1, r2). An analytic element f ∈ H (r1, r2) defines an analytic
function f : B(r1, r2) → A1 and a continuous extension of f to the closure B+(r1, r2) =
B(r1, r2)∪{t0,r1 , t0,r2} of B(r1, r2) in A1, still denoted by f : B+(r1, r2)→ A1. We consider
here a differential system Σ of the form (0.1.0.1) with G a µ × µ matrix with elements in
H (r1, r2). The function radius of convergence of Σ according to Christol-Dwork [19] is
defined for ρ ∈ [r1, r2] as
(4.0.3.2) R(Σ, ρ) := min(ρ, lim inf
k→∞
|G[k](t0,ρ)|
−1/k) ,
where G[k] is the matrix describing the action of (k!)
−1( ddT )
k on any formal column solution
~y. Notice that R(Σ, ρ)/ρ coincides with R(t0,ρ,Σ), as defined in (3.1.11.3), if the entries of G
are analytic functions on some basic affinoid annulus B = Bη with B(r1, r2) ⊂ B ⊂ B[r1, r2],
and R(t0,ρ,Σ) is taken with respect to B.
We follow the common practice of saying that a function F , defined on a subset of R>0
and taking values in R>0, has a certain property P logarithmically if the function log ◦F ◦exp
has the property P . Christol-Dwork observe that the function ρ 7→ R(Σ, ρ) is logarithmically
concave (i.e. logarithmically ∩-shaped) on the interval [r1, r2].
This result (first part of [19, 2.5]) follows immediately from the well-known fact that,
for any f ∈ H (r1, r2), the function ρ 7→ |f(t0,ρ)| is logarithmically convex and continuous
on the interval [r1, r2]. Moreover, if for a < b, ∀i ∈ N, ϕi : [a, b] → R is a convex (resp.
concave) function, then
ϕ = lim sup
i→∞
ϕi (resp. ϕ = lim inf
i→∞
ϕi )
is convex (resp. concave). So, ρ 7→ R(Σ, ρ) is continuous on (r1, r2), and lower semicontin-
uous in r1 and r2, by logarithmic concavity.
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In the second part of loc.cit. , Christol-Dwork show that, as a consequence of their theory
of the convergence polygon of a differential operator cf. §2.4 of loc.cit. , ρ 7→ R(Σ, ρ) is also
USC at r1 and r2. They conclude that ρ 7→ R(Σ, ρ) is continuous on [r1, r2].
We recall that the system Σ is said to be solvable at t0,r, for r ∈ [r1, r2], if R(Σ, r) = r.
Pons [30, 2.2] proves the following theorem.
Theorem 4.0.4. The function ρ 7→ R(Σ, ρ) is logarithmically a concave polygon with a finite
number of sides on [r1, r2]. The slopes of the sides are rational numbers with denominator
at most µ.
Remark 4.0.5. The simpler case of this theorem, for a system solvable at r1 and r2, appears
in §4 of [18]. We cannot follow the topological arguments of Pons loc.cit. . We prefer to
review entirely the proof of her theorem, based on [19] and [34], to make it completely clear.
Actually, we need to combine the main theorem of [19, Thm. 5.4], with its variation proved
by Kedlaya [29, Thm. 6.15].
Proof. Let π ∈ kalg be such that πp−1 = −p. By logarithmic concavity, the continuous
function R(Σ, r)/r is constantly equal to its maximum value M on an interval [r′1, r
′
2] ⊂
[r1, r2], with r
′
1 ≤ r
′
2, and it is strictly increasing (resp. decreasing) for r ≤ r
′
1 (resp.
r ≥ r′2). Then precisely one of the following holds:
1. M = 1,
2. M = |π|1/p
h
, for some h ∈ Z≥0,
3. |π|1/p
h−1
< M < |π|1/p
h
, for some h ∈ Z>0,
4. M < |π|.
If M < 1, then the interval [r1, r2] can be subdivided in a finite number of intervals of
the form I = [a, b], where R(Σ, r)/r is either strictly increasing or strictly decreasing, and
for which precisely one of the following holds:
1. there exists h = h(I) ∈ Z>0 such that |π|1/p
h−1
< R(Σ, r)/r < |π|1/p
h
, for r ∈ (a, b),
2. R(Σ, r)/r < |π|, for r ∈ (a, b).
If M = 1, we can find an increasing (resp. decreasing) sequence of points h 7→ ah ∈
[r1, r
′
1) (resp. h 7→ bh ∈ (r
′
2, r2]), defined for h ∈ Z≥0 as soon as R(Σ, r1)/r1 ≤ |π|1/p
h
(resp.
R(Σ, r2)/r2 ≤ |π|1/p
h
), converging to r′1 (resp. r
′
2), and such that R(Σ, ah)/ah = |π|
1/ph
(resp. R(Σ, bh)/bh = |π|1/p
h
). The function R(Σ, r)/r satisfies |π|1/p
h−1
< R(Σ, r)/r <
|π|1/p
h
for r ∈ (ah−1, ah) (resp. r ∈ (bh, bh−1)), as soon as ah−1 (resp. bh−1) is defined. If
R(Σ, r1)/r1 < |π| (resp. R(Σ, r2)/r2 < |π|), then R(Σ, r)/r < |π| in [r1, a0) (resp. (b0, r2]).
When R(Σ, r)/r < |π|, the precise value of R(Σ, r) has been evaluated by Young [34].
We recall that the residue field H (t0,r) is the completion of the rational field k(T ) under
the absolute value f(T ) 7→ |f(t0,r)|, where
|(anT
n + · · ·+ a1T + a0)(t0,ρ)| = max
i=0,1,...,n
|ai|r
i
for a polynomial anT
n + · · · + a1T + a0 ∈ k[T ]. The derivation d/dT (resp. δ := Td/dT )
extends to a continuous derivation of H (t0,r)/k, of operator norm 1/r (resp. 1). By the
theorem of the cyclic vector, the system Σ is equivalent over the field H (t0,r), for any
r ∈ [r1, r2], to a single differential operator
L = δµ − C1δ
µ−1 − · · · − Cµ , δ = T
d
dT
.
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Young’s theorem asserts that if R(Σ, r)/r < |π|, or if ∃ j0 = 1, . . . , µ such that |Cj0(t0,r)| > 1,
then
R(Σ, r)/r = |π|min
j
|Cj(t0,r)|
−1/j .
In particular, if R(Σ, r)/r < |π|, then R(Σ, r)/r can only take values of the form |π|(|a|rs)1/j ,
where a ∈ k and s ∈ Z and j is an integer between 1 and µ.
Let us consider a finite e´tale covering ϕ : B(s1, s2) → B(r1, r2) which is a composite
of maps of the following forms: a Kummer covering x 7→ xN , for some N = 1, 2, . . . ,
where ri = s
N
i , i = 1, 2, a dilatation x 7→ ax, for a ∈ k
×, in which case ri = |a|si, for
i = 1, 2, and an inversion x 7→ γx−1, with r1 = |γ|s
−1
2 and r2 = |γ|s
−1
1 , assuming such
a γ ∈ k× exists. Among Kummer coverings we have the Frobenius covering8 of degree h:
ϕh : B(r1, r2)→ B(r
p
1 , r
p
2), x 7→ x
ph . For any ϕ as above, we may pull-back the system to a
similar system on B(s1, s2), which we denote by ϕ
∗Σ, in an obvious way.
Remark 4.0.6. The dilatation map ϕ : x 7→ ax, for a ∈ k×, transforms isomorphically the
disc D(0, 1±) into the disc D(0, |a|±), sending t0,1 to t0,|a|. If r ∈ |k
×|, and |a| = r, the
system ϕ∗Σ is associated to the operator
ϕ∗L = δµ − C1(ax)δ
µ−1 − · · · − Cµ(ax)
satisfies R(ϕ∗Σ, 1) = R(Σ, r)/r. If r /∈ |k×|, one can reason in the same way after the base
change to kr := k{r
−1T1, rT2}/(T1T2 − 1). In this form Young’s result appears with full
details in [23, VI, 2.1]. In the same vein, one can avoid consideration of R(Σ, r) as r → r1,
and only discuss the case r → r2, by using the inversion x 7→ x−1.
Lemma 4.0.7. Let γ ∈ k× and ϕ : B(|γ|, 1) → B(|γ|, 1) be the inversion x 7→ γ/x. Let Σ
be a system on B(|γ|, 1) as above. Then, for any r ∈ [|γ|, 1],
R(ϕ∗Σ, r)/r = R(Σ, |γ|/r)/(|γ|/r) .
Proof. An immediate calculation shows that for any k-rational point a ∈ B(|γ|, 1) and any
R ∈ (|γ|, |a|), ϕ induces an isomorphism, of the diskD(a,R+) onto the diskD(γ/a, (R |γ/a2|)+).
Therefore, by the interpretation of R(Σ, r) as the radius of the maximal disk centered at the
canonical point a above t0,r in H (t0,r)⊗̂B(|γ|, 1), for which |x(a)| = r, where a fundamental
solution matrix of the base change of Σ at a converges, we deduce
R(Σ, |γ|/r) = (|γ|/r2)R(ϕ∗Σ, r) ,
as promised.
Of special interest is the pullback by Frobenius: the main theorem of [19] combined with
[29, Thm. 6.15] asserts that if, for some fixed h ∈ Z>0, a system Σ of the form (0.1.0.1)
satisfies
|π|1/p
h−1
< R(Σ, r)/r < |π|1/p
h
for any r ∈ (r1, r2), then there exists a system Σh with coefficients in H (r
ph
1 , r
ph
2 ), unique
in the sense of H (rp
h
1 , r
ph
2 )/k-differential modules, such that Σ
∼= ϕ∗hΣh, where “
∼=” means
isomorphism of H (r1, r2)/k-differential modules. Moreover
R(Σh, r
ph )/rp
h
= (R(Σ, r)/r)p
h
,
8The semilinear version of the map ϕ1 is often used instead. Namely, for any continuous lifting σ ∈ Aut(k)
of the absolute Frobenius of k˜, one considers φ(σ) : B(r1, r2) → B(r
p
1 , r
p
2)⊗̂k,σk, which is
∑
i aiT
i 7→∑
i a
σ
i T
pi at the ring level. See section 5.4 below.
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so that R(Σh, r)/r < |π| in (r
ph
1 , r
ph
2 ), and Young’s theorem can be applied. Notice that if
the graph of R(Σh, r)/r is logarithmically affine with slope α in the interval [r
ph
1 , r
ph
2 ], so is
R(Σ, r)/r in [r1, r2]:
R(Σh, r)/r = Cr
α ⇒ R(Σh, r
ph )/rp
h
= Crαp
h
⇒ R(Σ, r)/r = C1/p
h
rα .
So theorem 4.0.4 is proven in the case R(Σ, r)/r < 1 in [r1, r2]. If the function R(Σ, r)/r
reaches the maximum value 1 in [r1, r2], we are in the case treated by Christol-Mebkhout,
and can follow their argument [18, 4.2]. Namely, we operate as in case M = 1 above, and
reduce, possibly by an inversion, to the case when R(Σ, r)/r is strictly increasing to 1 in
[r1, r2]. Then we consider the sequence h 7→ ah ∈ [r1, r2], described above (where r′1 = r2),
defined for h ∈ Z≥0 as soon as R(Σ, r1)/r1 ≤ |π|1/p
h
, converging to r2, and such that
R(Σ, ah)/ah = |π|1/p
h
. The function R(Σ, r)/r satisfies |π|1/p
h−1
< R(Σ, r)/r < |π|1/p
h
for r ∈ (ah−1, ah), as soon as ah−1 (resp. bh−1) is defined. If R(Σ, r1)/r1 < |π|, then
R(Σ, r)/r < |π| in [r1, a0). So, by the previous argument, the function R(Σ, r)/r is con-
tinuous, logarithmically concave and piecewise affine with rational slopes with denominator
at most µ. But in this special case, those slopes are positive and must be decreasing as
r → r2. The constraint on the denominator shows that there is a non negative rational
number β with denominator bounded by µ, such that, for sufficiently big h, the function
R(Σ, r)/r on the interval [ah−1, ah] is of the form Chr
β . So, Ch is independent of h, and,
since R(Σ, r2)/r2 = 1, Ch = r
−β
2 . So, theorem 4.0.4 is proven in every case.
Corollary 4.0.8. Let X be a closed k-annulus in the analytic k-line A1k, and (0.1.0.1)
be a µ × µ system of linear differential equations on X. Let r : S(X)
∼
−−→ [r1, r2] be
the function “radius of a point” of [5, p. 78], restricted to S(X). Then, the restriction of
x 7→ R(Σ, r(x))/r(x) to S(X) is the infimum of the constant 1 and a finite set of functions
of the form
(4.0.8.1) |p|1/(p−1)p
h
|b|1/jp
h
r(x)s/j ,
where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , µ}, s ∈ Z, h ∈ Z ∪ {∞}, b ∈ k×.
Example 4.0.9. ([23, IV.7.3]) Let α ∈ k◦ and regard
(4.0.9.1) Σα :
d y
dT
=
α
1 + T
y ,
as an analytic differential equation on any strictly affinoid annulus of the form
X = B[−1; r1, r2] ⊂ A1k \ {−1} ,
with its minimal semistable formal structure X. For any x ∈ X , the solution of Σα on A1H (x)
which takes the value 1 at (the canonical point over) x is
gα(
T − T (x)
1 + T (x)
) = (1 +
T − T (x)
1 + T (x)
)α ∈ 1 + (T − T (x))H (x)[[T − T (x)]] .
Let
d(α,Zp) = inf{|n− α| |n ∈ Z } ∈ |k◦| ,
and assume p−m−1 < d(α,Zp) ≤ p−m, with m ∈ Z≥0. The radius of convergence of the
power series
gα(U) = 1 +
∞∑
i=1
(
α
i
)
U i ,
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is then
rα := |π|
1
pm (d(α,Zp)pm)
− 1
pm+1 = p
− 1
(p−1)pm
− m
pm+1 d(α,Zp)
− 1
pm+1 ,
so that
RX(x,Σα) = R(Σα, x)/|1 + T (x)| = rα
is of the form predicted by corollary 4.0.8 on S(X) = S(X) and is in fact constant all over
X .
5 Dwork-Robba theory over basic annuli and disks
We keep the notation and assumptions of the previous section on the field k, but the system
Σ of (0.1.0.1) is supposed to be defined on a basic affinoid annulus or disk (X,T ), as in
definition 1.4.1. Recall that (X,T ) is the generic fiber of a formal coordinate neighborhood
(X, T ) either in a standard formal annulus of height |γ|, Spf k◦{S, T }/(ST−γ), with γ ∈ k◦,
or in the standard formal disk Spf k◦{T } over k◦, and in particular that the coordinate T
on X is the pull-back of the formal coordinate T on X. In this case, X has canonical strictly
semistable reduction, and the corresponding strictly semistable model of X is the minimum
one, and coincides with X. So, DX(x, 1
−) = DX(x, 1
−), for any x ∈ X \ S(X) = X \ S(X).
We denote by || − ||X the supnorm on X . Let E ∼= O
µ
X and let ∇ be the connection on
E , whose solutions are the column solutions of the system Σ. We consider the system of
ordinary linear differential equations (0.1.0.1) on X . We define G[i], for i ∈ N, as in (3.1.4.2),
for the global coordinate T on the formal annulus or disk X.
If X is a disk, we set
(5.0.9.2) R(x,Σ) = min(1, lim inf
n→∞
|G[n](x)|
−1/n) .
If X is an annulus, we set
(5.0.9.3) R(x,Σ) = min(|T (x)|, lim inf
n→∞
|G[n](x)|
−1/n) ,
and
(5.0.9.4) R(x,Σ) = R(x,Σ)/|T (x)| .
Then, according to (3.1.11.2) and (3.1.11.3), we have in any case
RX(x, (E ,∇)) = R(x,Σ) .
5.1 The Dwork-Robba theorem
We state here a useful form of the theorem of Dwork and Robba [23, Thm. 3.1, Chap. IV].
A multivariable version of it is given in [28] and [2, 4.2].
Theorem 5.1.1. Let x ∈ X, Σ, G[i], for i ∈ N, and R = R(x,Σ) be as above. Then, for
any n ∈ N we have the following estimate
(5.1.1.1) |G[n](x)| ≤ Cn
µ−1R−n ,
where
C = max
i≤µ−1
(
Ri|i!|
∣∣∣∣G[i]∣∣∣∣X) .
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Proof. We may assume that (X, T ) is either a standard formal annulus of height |γ|, with
γ ∈ k◦, or the standard formal disk over k◦, cf. (1.4.1), and thatX = Xη. We can also assume
that k is algebraically closed. We first explain the notation and the result of remark 3.2 in
[23, Chap. IV]. So, let t = ta,ρ ∈ X , for a ∈ k and 0 < ρ ≤ 1, and let Aa,ρ = OX(DX(a, ρ−))
be the ring of analytic functions on DX(a, ρ
−). Let A′a,ρ be the quotient field of the ring
Aa,ρ, that is the field of meromorphic functions on DX(a, ρ−). Notice that the k-linear
derivation ∂ : f 7→ d fdT of Aa,ρ extends uniquely to a k-linear derivation ∂ of A
′
a,ρ.
The boundary seminorm
|| ||a,ρ : A
′
a,ρ → R≥0 ∪ {∞} ,
is defined, for any f ∈ A′a,ρ as
||f ||a,ρ = lim sup
R→ρ−
|f(ta,R)| .
We refer to loc.cit. for the properties of this seminorm, and in particular for the fact that,
for any f ∈ A′a,ρ,
(5.1.1.2) ||
∂sf
s! f
||a,ρ ≤ ρ
−s , ∀s ≥ 0 .
Now, notice that the k-linear continuous So, let us assume that we are given a µ × µ
matrix of meromorhic functions on DX(a, ρ
−), such that
(5.1.1.3) Σ : ∂ Y = GY .
Then, for any s ≥ 0,
1
s!
(∂s Y )Y −1 = G[s] ,
and theorem 3.1 and remark 3.2 of [23, Chap. IV] assert that
(5.1.1.4) ||G[s]||a,ρ ≤ ρ
−ssµ−1 sup
0≤i≤µ−1
(ρi||G[i]||a,ρ) .
Now, consider a k-rational point x of X , and notice that there exists a solution matrix Y
of (5.1.1.3) analytic in DX(x,R
−), with R = R(x,Σ). If we insist that Y (x) be the identity
matrix, this solution is the sum of the convergent series of polynomial functions
Y =
∞∑
i=0
G[s](x)(T − T (x))
i .
In this case, the matrices G[s] are analytic on X , and in particular on DX(x,R
−), so that
||G[s]||a,ρ = sup
y∈DX (x,R−)
|G[s](y)| ≤ ||G[s]||X ,
and the previous estimates for ρ = R imply
(5.1.1.5) |G[s](x)| ≤ R
−ssµ−1 sup
0≤i≤µ−1
(Ri||G[i]||X) .
So, our result is proven for x a k-rational point ofX . For the general case, we extend the base
field from k to any algebraically closed non-archimedean field k′ over H (x), and consider
the canonical k′-rational point x′ ∈ X⊗̂kk′ =: X ′ above x. The system Σ is to be interpreted
on X ′, and we write X′ = X⊗̂k◦k′◦ and (E ′,∇′) for the pull-back of (E ,∇). The matrices
G[s], however, do not change and ||G[i]||X = ||G[i]||X′ . Moreover, R = R(x,Σ) = R(x
′,Σ)
(while RX(x, (E ,∇)) = RX′(x, (E ′,∇′)) by definition!). So, we obtain
(5.1.1.6) |G[s](x
′)| ≤ R−ssµ−1 sup
0≤i≤µ−1
(Ri||G[i]||X) ,
and the theorem is proven.
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The next corollary is the prototype of a transfer theorem to an ordinary contiguous disk
[23, V.5].
Corollary 5.1.2. Let D be an open disk in X, and let t be its limit point in X \D. Then
R(t,Σ) = infx∈D R(x,Σ).
Proof. Let R = infx∈DR(x,Σ), let r be the radius of D and let
C = max
i≤µ−1
(
ri|i!|
∣∣∣∣G[i]∣∣∣∣D) = maxi≤µ−1 (ri|i!| ∣∣G[i](t)∣∣) .
If R(x,Σ) > r, for some x ∈ D, then R(y,Σ) = R(x,Σ), for all y in an open disk D′ with
D $ D′ ⊂ X . The statement is obvious in this case. So, we may assume that R ≤ r. We
have, for any x ∈ D and n ≥ 0,
(5.1.2.1) |G[n](x)| ≤ Cn
µ−1R(x,Σ)−n ≤ Cnµ−1R−n .
So, we also have
(5.1.2.2) |G[n](t)| = ||G[n]||D ≤ Cn
µ−1R−n ,
which shows that R ≤ R(t,Σ). On the other hand
(5.1.2.3) |G[n](x)| ≤ ||G[n]||D = |G[n](t)| ≤ Cn
µ−1R(t,Σ)−n ,
shows that R(x,Σ) ≥ R(t,Σ), for any x ∈ D.
5.2 Upper semicontinuity of x 7→ R(x,Σ)
We proceed in our discussion of the system (0.1.0.1) on the basic affinoid annulus or disk
(X,T ) to show that the function x 7→ R(x,Σ) is USC on X . Again, the multivariable version
of this discussion appears in [2, 4.3].
We define
(5.2.0.4) R˜(x,Σ) = lim inf
n→∞
|G[n](x)|
−1/n ,
so that
(5.2.0.5) R(x,Σ) =
{
min(1, R˜(x,Σ)) if X is a disk
min(|T (x)|, R˜(x,Σ)) if X is an annulus,
and will equivalently prove that the function x 7→ R˜(x,Σ) is USC. We exclude the case when
there exist x ∈ X and s such that G[n](x) = 0, for any n > s, since R˜(y,Σ) = ∞ and, for
any y ∈ X ,
(5.2.0.6) R(y,Σ) =
{
1 if X is a disk
|T (y)| if X is a annulus,
in that case. For s = 1, 2, . . . and for x ∈ X , let
(5.2.0.7) ϕs(x) = inf
n≥s
|G[n](ξ)|
−1/n .
So, x 7→ ϕs(x) is USC on X , and
(5.2.0.8) R˜(x) = R˜(x,Σ) = lim
s→∞
ϕs(x) ,
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is the function introduced in (5.2.0.4). The Dwork-Robba theorem 5.1.1 implies that, ∀ ε > 0,
∃ sε such that ∀n with n ≥ sε
(5.2.0.9) |G[n](x)|
1/n ≤
1 + ε
R˜(x)
, ∀x ∈ X ,
that is
(5.2.0.10) |G[n](x)|
−1/n ≥
R˜(x)
1 + ε
, ∀x ∈ X .
Hence
(5.2.0.11)
∀ ε > 0 ∃ sε such that ∀ s ≥ sε
ϕs(x) ≤ R˜(x) ≤ (1 + ε)ϕs(x) ∀ x ∈ X ,
because the sequence s 7→ ϕs is an increasing sequence of functions on X . Then, ∀ ε > 0,
∃ sε such that
(5.2.0.12) 0 ≤ R˜− ϕs ≤ ε on X , ∀ s ≥ sε .
So, R˜ is a uniform limit of USC functions on X , and is therefore USC.
5.3 The generalized theorem of Christol-Dwork
Theorem 5.3.1. Let Σ be a system of linear differential equations on the basic affinoid
annulus9 (X,T ), as above. The function x 7→ R˜(x,Σ) restricts to a continuous function on
S(X).
Proof. There is a natural homeomorphism η : [r0, 1]
∼
−−→ S(X), r 7→ ηr, with r0 ∈ (0, 1]∩|k|.
We follow the method of [19], recalled in §4: the function (5.2.0.4)
R˜(ηr ,Σ) = lim inf
n→∞
|G[n](ηr)|
−1/n ,
is logarithmically concave on [r0, 1], hence continuous on (r0, 1) and LSC at r0 and 1. On
the other hand, we showed above that x 7→ R˜(x,Σ) is USC all over X . This proves the
theorem.
5.4 Descent by Frobenius
We recall that, for any morphism of schemes π : Y → S where p = 0 on S, we have a
canonical commutative diagram
(5.4.0.1)
Y
Frel−−−−−−→ Y (p)
Ψ
−−−−−−→ Y
π ց π(p)
y  π
y
S
Fabs−−−−−−→ S
where Fabs (resp. Frel) denotes absolute (resp. relative) Frobenius, and Ψ ◦ Frel = Fabs.
9the case of a disk is here trivial.
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Let (X, T ) be a basic formal annulus over k◦ of radii r1, r2 ∈ |k| ∩ (0, 1], as in (1.4.2.1).
We denote π : X → Spf k◦ the structural morphism. In our case diagram 5.4.0.1 for Xs
becomes
(5.4.0.2)
Xs
Frel−−−−−−→ (Xs)(p)
ΨXs−−−−−−→ Xs
πs ց π
(p)
s
y  πs
y
Spec k˜
Fabs−−−−−−→ Spec k˜
Let us choose a continuous ring automorphism σ : k◦ → k◦ lifting the absolute Frobenius
F ∗abs : x 7→ x
p of k˜. We want to show
Lemma 5.4.1. The left hand triangle in diagram 5.4.0.2 lifts to a commutative diagram of
k◦-formal schemes
(5.4.1.1)
X
Frel(σ)
−−−−−−→ X(σ)
π ց
yπ(σ)
Spf k◦
where πX(σ) := π
(σ) : X(σ) → Spf k◦ is a formal annulus with special fiber (Xs)(p) → Spec k˜.
Proof. Let us start with the special case of X = B(r1, r2). In this case we know that there
exists a commutative diagram
(5.4.1.2)
B(r1, r2)
Φ
−−−−−−→ B(rp1 , r
p
2)
π ց ւ π(p)
Spf k◦
where
B(rp1 , r
p
2) = Spf k
◦{S, T, U}/(ap2S − T, TU − a
p
1) ,
π(p) : B(rp1 , r
p
2) → Spf k
◦ is the natural structural morphism, and the map Φ is defined at
the ring level by
(5.4.1.3) Φ∗ :
∑
h,i,j
ah,i,jS
hT iU j 7→
∑
h,i,j
ah,i,jS
phT piUpj .
We need to use a semilinear version of this map, as follows. We consider the diagram
(5.4.1.4)
B(r1, r2)
Φ(σ)
−−−−−−→ B(rp1 , r
p
2)⊗̂k◦,σk
◦
π ց ւ π(σ)
Spf k◦
where the map Φ(σ) is defined at the ring level by
(5.4.1.5) (Φ(σ))∗ :
∑
h,i,j
ah,i,jS
hT iU j 7→
∑
h,i,j
aσh,i,jS
phT piUpj .
We observe that the previous diagram 5.4.1.4 satisfies the requirements of the statements
5.4.1.2 for X = B(r1, r2) =: B, X
(σ) = B(rp1 , r
p
2)⊗̂k◦,σk
◦ =: B(σ), and in particular that Φ(σ)
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lifts Frel : Bs → B
(p)
s . We call πB, π
(σ)
B instead of simply π, π
(σ), the structural morphisms
of B and B(σ), respectively. Consider the commutative diagram of cartesian squares
(5.4.1.6)
Xs
Frel−−−−−−→ (Xs)(p)
ΨXs−−−−−−→ Xs
αs
y  α(p)s
y  αs
y
Bs
Frel−−−−−−→ (Bs)(p)
ΨXs−−−−−−→ Bs
We now define α(σ) : X(σ) → B(σ) as the unique lifting of α
(p)
s : X
(p)
s → B
(p)
s , according to
[7, Lemma 2.1]. We obtain a unique map F
(σ)
rel : X → X
(σ) lifting Frel : Xs → X
(p)
s , and a
cartesian square
(5.4.1.7)
X
F
(σ)
rel−−−−−−→ X(σ)
α
y 
yα(σ)
B
Φ(σ)
−−−−−−→ B(σ)
We now define π(σ) : X(σ) → Spf k as π
(σ)
B ◦ α
(σ), and obtain diagram 5.4.1.1.
We recall that there exists a continuous map of k◦-modules
(5.4.1.8) Ψ∗ :
∑
h,i,j
ah,i,jS
hT iU j 7→
∑
h,i,j
aph,pi,pjS
hT iU j ,
such that Ψ∗ ◦ Φ∗ = idA(rp1 ,r
p
2)
.
The generic fibers ϕ = Φη : B[r1, r2] → B[r
p
1 , r
p
2 ] and φ
(σ) = (Φ(σ))η : B[r1, r2] →
B[rp1 , r
p
2 ]⊗̂k,σk of the previous maps are both classically used in the theory of descent of
differential modules by Frobenius, as we have illustrated (using the linear map) in the
previous section (where ϕ = ϕ1). We have the following generalization of the theorem of
descent by Frobenius of Dwork and Christol.
Theorem 5.4.2. (Descent by Frobenius) Let X be a basic formal annulus over k◦,
and let F
(σ)
rel : X → X
(σ) be as in lemma 5.4.1. We denote by φ(σ) : X := Xη →
X(σ) := X
(σ)
η the generic fiber of F
(σ)
rel . Let (E ,∇) be an object of MICX(X/k) and as-
sume that RX(x, (E ,∇)) > p
− 1
p−1 , ∀x ∈ X. Then, there exists a unique object (F ,∇) of
MICX(σ)(X
(σ)/k), such that (E ,∇) = (φ(σ))∗(F ,∇). For any x ∈ X, we have
(5.4.2.1) RX(σ)(φ
(σ)(x), (F ,∇)) = RX(x, (E ,∇))
p .
Proof. The construction of (F ,∇) is the same, mutatis mutandis as the one of Christol-
Dwork [19, 4.3] and of [23, V.7]. It is important however to use the coordinate-free presenta-
tion of Kedlaya [29, 6.3], that eliminates the problem of apparent singularities, which causes
so much technical complication in [19] and [23]. We do not give details here. Notice however
that one may assume, without loss of generality, that the field k contains the p-th roots of
unity. The group µp acts on B(r1, r2) via ζ 7→ τζ , where τζ : (S, T, U) 7→ (ζS, ζT, ζ−1U)
and the map Ψ∗ of formula 5.4.1.8 is
Ψ∗ = p−1
∑
ζ∈µp
τ∗ζ .
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The quotient map B(r1, r2)→ B(r1, r2)/µp identifies with Φ in (5.4.1.1). The action of µp
on B(r1, r2) uniquely lifts to an action on X and on X
(σ). The quotient map X → X(σ)/µp
identifies then with F
(σ)
rel in (5.4.1.2).
We may now follow the method of Kedlaya loc.cit. to conclude.
6 Continuity, log-piecewise linearity and log-concavity
of x 7→ RY,Z(x, (E ,∇))
We use here the notation of definitions 3.1.6 and 3.1.8. The assumption that k is algebraically
closed may be now relaxed. We assume that k is a non-trivially valued non-archimedean
extension field of Qp, X = Yη, for a semistable formal scheme Y, Z is a finite e´tale closed
k◦-formal subscheme of Y, supported in the smooth locus of Y. The generic fiber Z of Z is
supposed to consist of r distinct k-rational points {z1, . . . , zr} ⊂ X(k) and X = X \ Z.
Theorem 6.0.3. Let (E ,∇) be an object of MICY(X(∗Z)/k). The function X → R>0,
x 7→ RY,Z(x, (E ,∇)) is continuous.
Proof. We have already shown in lemma 3.1.11, that the statement reduces to the case
when there are no zi’s, i.e. X = X is compact. We then set Y = X for the given semistable
model of X . For any non-archimedean field extension k′/k and e´tale morphism of semistable
k′◦-formal schemes ψ : Y→ X⊗̂k′◦, the assignment
(6.0.3.1) fψ(y) = RY(y, ψ
∗(E ,∇)) , ∀y ∈ Yη ,
is an e´tale-local system of functions (fψ)ψ on X with values in (0, 1], as defined in (2.0.2),
by lemma 3.1.7 and the definitions.
In the end, by lemmas 1.4.2 and 2.0.3, we are reduced to the situation of §5, and in
particular to proving the following
Lemma 6.0.4. Let (X,T ) = (X, T )η be a basic affinoid annulus, and let x ∈ X, Σ, G[i],
for i ∈ N, R(x) := R(x,Σ) be as in theorem 5.1.1. Then the function R : X → R>0 is
continuous.
Proof. Let R˜(x) := R˜(x,Σ) be as in (5.2.0.4). We check conditions (1) to (5) in theorem
2.0.6 for the function R. Notice that R(x,Σ) is given by formula 3.1.7.2 in terms of any
formal e´tale coordinate on X, and over any non-archimedean extension field k′/k. Condition
(1) is obvious: if x0 ∈ X(k), R(x,Σ) = R(x0,Σ), ∀x ∈ DX(x0, R(x0,Σ)−). Condition (2) is
clear since, for any affinoid V ⊂ X ,
|G[n](x)| ≤ max
y∈Γ(V )
|G[n](y)| .
and therefore
R˜(x,Σ) = lim inf
n→∞
|G[n](x)|
−1/n ≥ min
y∈Γ(V )
R˜(y,Σ) .
So, the same holds true for R(x,Σ). Conditions (3) and (4) have been proved together in
section 5.3. Condition (5) was proven in section 5.2.
This proves the theorem, too.
Remark 6.0.5. In [2, 5.3] we gave a direct proof of this statement, in the case of a system
(i.e. for E free) over an affinoid domain of A1.
Corollary 6.0.6. Assume Y is strictly semistable, and let µ be the rank of E on X = X \Z.
Let E be an open edge of SZ(Y) and let E be the closure of E in X. We have the following
possibilities:
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1. E is of finite length r−1E ∈ [1,∞). Then, for any choice of one of the two canonical
homeomorphism ρ : E
∼
−−→ [rE , 1], the restriction of x 7→ R(x) := RY,Z(x, (E ,∇)) to
E is the infimum of the constant 1 and a finite set of functions of the form
(6.0.6.1) |p|1/(p−1)p
h
|b|1/jp
h
ρ(x)s/j ,
where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , µ}, s ∈ Z, h ∈ Z ∪ {∞}, b ∈ k×.
2. if E is of infinite length, and zi is a boundary point of E in X, and ρ : E
∼
−−→ [0, 1]
is the canonical homeomorphism with ρ(zi) = 0, then, ∀ ε ∈ |k| ∩ (0, 1) the restriction
of x 7→ RY,Z(x, (E ,∇)) to ρ−1([ε, 1]) is an infimum of a finite set of functions as in
6.0.6.1.
Proof. We may restrict to case 1. We know the result in case τ−1Y (E) is an annulus in A
1.
So, the restriction of x 7→ RY,z1,...,zr (x, (E ,∇)) to ρ
−1([rE/ε, ε]) has the required properties
for any ε ∈ |k| ∩ (r
1/2
E , 1). Let R(r) = RY,Z(ρ
−1(r), (E ,∇)), and let S = log ◦R ◦ exp. So, S
is concave, piecewise linear and continuous in [log rE , 0]. We have to show that is a polygon
with a finite number of sides. It is enough to show that the slope of the function S(t) is
bounded as t → 0, since the case t → log rE may be obtained by inversion. We may then
assume, going to an e´tale neighborhood of the singular point of Y corresponding to E, that
τ−1Y (E) is a basic affinoid annulus. We may now follow the strategy of proof of theorem
4.0.4. If we have R(0) = 1, the result is clear because in this case S is never decreasing in a
neighborhood of 0, and its slopes are then non-negative. On the other hand, the slopes are
rational numbers with denominator bounded by µ. So, there can only be a finite number
of sides. If R(0) < 1, we apply we apply our result (5.4.2) of descent by Frobenius instead,
and reduce eventually to the case explicitly computed by Young, precisely as in the proof of
theorem 4.0.4.
The last results show that the function log ρ 7→ logRY,Z(ρ−1(−), (E ,∇)) on [log rE , 0]
as in (6.0.6.1) is a finite concave polygon ≤ 0. In particular, [23, Appendix I, Corollary],
Corollary 6.0.7. Let E be an edge of finite length of SZ(Y), parametrized as in corollary
6.0.6, and let x, y ∈ E be such that ρ(x) ≤ ρ(y). Then, if RY,Z(x, (E ,∇)) = RY,Z(y, (E ,∇)) =
1, one has RY,Z(z, (E ,∇)) = 1, ∀ z ∈ sp
−1
Y ([x, y]), where [x, y] = ρ
−1([ρ(x), ρ(y)]).
Our last result makes use of the p-adic Turrittin theory of [1]. A crucial point needed
in that paper in order to analytically reduce the system to its formal Turrittin canonical
form, was the non-appearance of exponent differences of p-adic Liouville type. We recall
that, for any differential system Σ as in (0.1.0.1), with G a matrix with entries in k((T )),
the exponents at 0 of Σ are formal invariants of the (fuchsian part of the) corresponding
differential module (E ,∇), and the exponent-differences at 0 are the exponents at 0 of the
system corresponding to the differential module of endomorphisms (Endk((T ))(E),∇). So,
the difference of two exponents at 0 is an exponent-difference at 0, but the converse is false
in general.
Remark 6.0.8. We recall that, by the p-adic Roth theorem, algebraic numbers are p-
adically non-Liouville.
Proposition 6.0.9. In the previous notation, assume (E ,∇) is an object ofMICY(X(∗Z)/k)
and let E be an open edge of infinite length of SZ(Y), with closure E ending at the k-rational
point zi. Let ρzi(E ,∇) be the Poincare´-Katz rank [1] of (E ,∇) at zi, and assume that the
exponent-differences of (E ,∇) at zi are p-adically non-Liouville numbers. Then, the re-
striction of x 7→ RY,Z(x, (E ,∇)) to E is the infimum of the constant 1 and a finite set of
functions of the form
(6.0.9.1) |p|1/(p−1)p
h
|b|1/jp
h
ρ(x)s/j ,
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where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , µ}, s ∈ Z, h ∈ Z ∪ {∞}, b ∈ k× and s/j ≤ ρzi(E ,∇). We have
(6.0.9.2) lim
x→zi
RX,Z(x, (F ,∇))/|Tzi(x)|
ρzi (F ,∇) = C ,
for a non-zero constant C ∈ |(kalg)×|.
Proof. This is a combination of the previous discussion with [1, prop. 4].
We have a variant of corollary 6.0.6:
Corollary 6.0.10. Let v be the second end of E as in the proposition. Then, if (E ,∇) is
regular at zi and RY,Z(v, (E ,∇)) = 1, we have RY,Z(z, (E ,∇)) = 1, ∀ z ∈ DY(zi, 1−) \ {zi}.
We conclude
Proposition 6.0.11. Let (E ,∇) be an object of MICY(X(∗Z)/k), and let (Y1,Z1) be
another pair like (Y,Z). We assume that Y1, zr+1, . . . , zr+s are as in equation 3.2.2.1 and
that Z1 = {z1, . . . , zr+s}, X1 = X \ Z1. Then z 7→ RY,Z(z, (E ,∇)) is identically 1 on X if
and only if z 7→ RY1,Z1(z, (E ,∇)) is identically 1 on X1.
Proof. By (3.2.2.1), RY1,Z1(z, (E ,∇)) ≥ RY,Z(z, (E ,∇)), ∀ z ∈ X1. So, let us assume that
RY1,Z1(z, (E ,∇)) = 1, ∀ z ∈ X1. Suppose first that Y = Y1, and s = 1. So, the disk
DY(zr+1, 1
−) contains no singularity of (E ,∇), and, by the transfer theorem 5.1.2, for any
z ∈ DY(zr+1, 1−), 1 ≥ RY,Z(z, (E ,∇)) ≥ RY,Z(v, (E ,∇)) = RY,Z1(v, (E ,∇)) = 1, where
v is the boundary point of DY(zr+1, 1
−) in S(Y). Let us assume instead that s = 0 and
S(Y1) is obtained from S(Y) by addition of one open edge E and one vertex v. Let w be
the second end of E. Then, the edge E corresponds to a k-rational open annulus B(rE , 1)
in an open disk D(0, 1−) ∼= DY(a, 1−), via a Y-normalized coordinate at a, where the
vertex v (resp. w) corresponds to t0,r+
E
(resp. to τY(a) = t0,1). Now, again by (5.1.2),
RY,Z(w, (E ,∇)) ≥ RY,Z(v, (E ,∇)) = RY1,Z(v, (E ,∇)) = 1, We conclude from proposition
6.0.10 that RY,Z(z, (E ,∇)) = 1, ∀ z ∈ X . Suppose now s = 0 and S(Y1) is obtained from
S(Y) by subdividing one open edge E of S(Y) as E = E1 ∪ {v} ∪ E2, where v (resp. E1,
E2) is the only new vertex (resp. are the only new edges) of S(Y1). Then, DY1,Z(z, 1
−) =
DY1,Z(z, 1
−), and therefpre, for any object (F ,∇) of MICY(X(∗Z)/k), RY1,Z(z, (E ,∇)) =
RY,Z(z, (E ,∇)), for any z ∈ X ; so the result follows also in this case. The general case is an
iteration of the steps we have described.
Corollary 6.0.12. Theorem 0.2.1 holds.
Proof. Let (F ,∇) be an object of MICX(X(∗Z)/k) satisfying the assumptions of Theorem
0.2.1. From the corollaries 6.0.7 and 6.0.10 we deduce that the function x 7→ RX,Z(z, (F ,∇))
is identically 1 on X = X \ Z. Let D be an open disk in X . We may assume that D is
isomorphic to D(0, 1−), and must show that the restriction of F∇ to D is locally constant. If
D is contained in one of the disks DX(zi, 1
−), hence in the punctured disk DX(zi, 1
−)\ {zi},
the restriction of F∇ toD is in fact constant. Similarly ifD ⊂ DX(x, 1
−), for some x ∈ X(k),
x /∈ ∪ri=1DX(zi, 1
−). Otherwise, we may replace D by any smaller closed k-rational disk,
and assume that the maximal point v of D is an interior point of an open edge E of SZ(Y).
The closed subset D∩SZ(Y) of D, has a canonical graph structure, whose open edges (resp.
vertices) are all the open edges (resp. vertices) of SZ(Y) contained in D and the extra
open edge E ∩D (resp. v). We call Γ this graph structure. So, Γ corresponds to a formal
model D of D, and clearly z 7→ RD(z, (F ,∇)|D) is identically 1 on D. But F|D is free, so
that (F ,∇)|D corresponds to a system Σ as in 0.1.0.1, over the closed disk D(0, 1
+), with
R(t0,1,Σ) = 1. The transfer theorem shows that R(x,Σ) = 1, ∀x ∈ D(0, 1+).
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Remark 6.0.13. Let X be a compact rig-smooth strictly k-analytic curve. Given an object
(E ,∇) of MIC(X/k), we may look for semistable models Y of X such that (E ,∇) is an
object of MICY(X/k). The function x 7→ RY(x, (E ,∇)), X → [0, 1] then depends on Y
as explained in subsection 3.2. For any point v ∈ X of type (2), let E be a segment of
X ending at v. We may find a formal model Y of X , as before, such that v is a vertex
of S(Y), and that an edge ℓ of S(Y) ending at v is contained in E. We parametrize the
closure of ℓ by ρ : ℓ→ [r, 1], with ρ(v) = 1, as before. Then, the right slope of the function
log ρ(x) 7→ logRY(x, (E ,∇)) at 0, is independent of the choice of Y, and it is called the
maximal slope of (E ,∇) at v in the direction of E. We regard theorem 0.2.1 as an indication
of the existence of a purely analytic theory of slopes.
We now answer a question raised by Berthelot.
Proposition 6.0.14. Let f : Y → X be a non-constant morphism of rig-smooth strictly k-
analytic curves, where X admits an embedding as an analytic domain in the analytification
of a smooth projective k-curve. Then, if (E ,∇) is an object of MICRobba(X/k), f∗(E ,∇) is
an object of MICRobba(Y/k).
Proof. Let D be any open disk in Y . Suppose first that X is isomorphic to an analytic
domain in a projective curve X of genus ≥ 1. Then the map f induces an analytic map
f : D → X and, by [5, 4.5.3], f(D) is contained in an open disk inX. By the arguments given
in the proof of [5, 4.5.2], it follows that f(D) is an open disk in X . Therefore, f(D) = f(D)
is in fact an open disk in X . Suppose now that X is an analytic domain in A1. By the
same arguments as before, we have that f(D) is an open disk in X . In the cases considered
so far, the fact that f∗(E ,∇) is a Robba connection is checked directly on the definition.
Finally observe that on X = P1,MIC(X/k) =MICRobba(X/k) only consists of direct sums
of copies of (OX , dX/k). But the inverse image of (OX , dX/k) via f is (OY , dY/k), which is
a Robba connection.
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